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2ABSTRACT
This research report focuses on the study of the
management information systems of a local Hong Kong
shipping company, Hong Kong Islands Line (HKIL), which is a
medium sized container shipping company. The objective of
the research is to review the existing systems, to
identify problems, and to recommend feasible solutions to
the management of HKIL.
From our preliminary study, we found that the weakness
of the present systems lies in the fact that all the
information systems stand alone and operate independently.
There is no interface among the systems. This has given
rise to many unnecessary manual operations. In view of
this, we came to the conclusion that it may be possible and
valuable for HKIL to design an information system with a
common data base which interfaces among the existing
systems i.e. Marketing, Container Control, Freight,
Manifest Control, Disburesment Control, Financial and
Management Accounting systems. The common data base may be
derived simply from the originating sources of information
especially Bill of Lading- and Manifest.
To help us understand more about the users and the
existing operations and system flows in each department, we
conducted an extensive questionnaire survey followed by
3intensive interviews and discusssions with the pertinent
personnel. After that, we spent our major effort on the
analysis and the conceptual designs of the major
information systems, i.e. the Documentation and Freight
Information System, the Container Control System and the
Financial Information System. In particular, we also
studied the feasibility of the interfaces among the
information systems.
Since the common data base system may not be
omnipotent and cannot solve immediate problems, we have
also recommended other supporting systems in meeting the
users' needs.
Due to time constraints and the complexity of the
project, our research does not prescribe a detailed system
specification for each information system. Nevertheless,
our common data base concept does serve as a blueprint for
the future development and implementation of the management
information systems of HKIL. Furthermore, we hope that this
research report may also be a valuable reference for future
academic studies in areas such as the management
information systems and the operations of typical Hong Kong
shipping companies.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
2The world-wide shipping industry, though with an
ever-increasing demand, has experienced extreme competition
in the last few years. Some shipping lines have collapsed
due to unbearable losses and many are still facing great
difficulty in the coming future. For example,
Jardine-Matheson has announced that it will retreat from
the shipping industry in its recent annual report. in such
a life-or-death competitive environment, a shipping company
must be able to face the problem and struggle well.
Otherwise, it cannot survive long.
It is in this kind of context that the management of
Hong Kong Islands Line(HKIL) understands the importance of
computerization of its various informaion systems, either
for operational reporting or for the more important task of
strategic planning. Our research team is set up to analyse
and improve the present management information systems in
the company. Besides the five authors of this report, Mr.
Jerry Fu, Computer Analyst of HKIL is also included in the
team.
In the beginning of the research, the team sat down
with the top management of HKIL to lay down the problem
areas to investigate. The problem areas include most of the
currently used management.information systems. HKIL hoped
to see some proposed work to be implemented before the
3team's dissolution after graduation from the MBA Division
of The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
However, with work carried on, we have found it would
be unrealistic to carry out the original proposal because
of the time and manpower constraints. The team further
found what the company needs is an overall view of the MIS
of the company first before any implementation work should
be done. Therefore, the research team sat down again with
the top management of the company and expressed our ideas
to them. Finally, with the agreement of the management, we
shifted the theme from the actual individual program
designing to a critical overall examination of systems
currently used and a proposal that would suggest ways of
improving the company's management information systems.
The objective is seen to be much more important to
the company because we find that a great degree of
incoordination exists among the company's various
departments. The individual programming work is rather
operational compared with the strategic importance of the
refined research objective.
We hope the findings of the research will give ways to
tackle the current MIS problems and a scenarios of a
realistically versatile MIS. for the company.
4CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
5After some understanding of the operations of each
department, we found out that system analysis approach
should be employed to deal- with the research, as the
different computer systems should not be regarded as
independent of one another. We also conceptualized that a
common data base system would be very helpful as there are
many overlapping areas among the existing systems.
The methdology used includes literature survey and
library search, interview, questionnaire and on-the-scene
observation.
2.1 Literature Survey and Library Search
Before we went more deeply into our research, we first
took a look at the present shipping industry and other
relevant materials. G.A. Lobo's Hong Kong Shipping: the
Inside Story_ gave us a general outlook of the shipping
industry related to Hong Kong up to 1981. Hong Kong
Shipping Gazette, which is issued twice a week, can give
not only updated information about the shipping industry in
Hong Kong, but also some description of shipping lines. For
more relevant reading materials, please refer to the
6bibliography sector at the end of this report.
2.2 Interview
interview is probably the most signirlcant way or us
to collect the relevant information. As we are working for
the particular- company, HKIL, the interview with the
company's personnel have been held very frequently
thrnohnit the rPsParch period.
The personnel have been very cooperative and willing
to help. Because we are supported by the top management
including the Managing Director, we found that our
interview work has been carried out very smoothly.
Besides working closely with Mr. Michael
Chau(Executive Director), Mr. William Chiu(Financial
Controller), Mr. C.S. Chang(General Manager) and Mr. Jerry
Fu(Computer Analyst), we have interviewed all levels of
staff in different stages of the research.
The interviews are ususally carried out in HKIL's
office and last from one to three hours. Each member is
responsible for a particular department. Besides
departmental visits, all five of us are involved in doing
7the research work.
2.3 Questionnaire
After the preliminary, studies, we designed a
questionnaire (see Appendix. I) to be answered by relevant
personnel. The use of the questionnaire is two-folded:
- to have them write down all the reports generated or
wanted to be generated and
- to make them think more about computerization because
they are responsible for what they write down.
More precisely, we have tried to find out the answers
to the following questions from each department:
1. Decision
a. Who are the makers?
b. What inputs are needed?
c. What outputs are generated?
d. What is the frequency of decision?
2. Information
a. What are the inputs?
b. What are its characteristics?
c. What form is it in?
8d. What is the source?
e. How long is the retention?
3. Processing
a. What is the operation procedure?
b. Who does the performance?
c. What is the peak load?
d. What is the average load?
The personnel were given two weeks to complete the
questionnaire. After the questionnaires were collected, an
analysis was done and then follow-up interviews were
conducted to clarify some points.
L.4 On-the-scene Observation
During interviews with the company's personnel, we
also tried to observe the employee' behaviors in the
company, because in our findings and proposals we must
consider the company's context. (User-oriented'.)
Moreover, we have visited HKIL's office in Ocean
Terminal and Dawin Eastern Godown in Tsing Yi Island which
handles 70-80% of HKIL's containers. Two on-board visits
were also made to familiarize us with some actual
operations in container loading and shifting.
92.5 Stages of the Research
The research is carried out in several stages. As we
have adopted the system analysis approach, the stages are
very much similar to a system life cycle.
understanding of the industry and HKILJ
preliminary survey of the existing systems
feasibility study
system anaiysis
-details of present procedures
collection of data, volumes,I/O,files
system design
2.6 Lmitatinn ant gi2nificance of The Research
Because of our time and manpower constraints, the
10
system specificaiton and implementation works are left out
for the company. However, as Mr. Jerry Fu said, this
research can be used as a reference when the company
decides to go on. developing a company-wide information
system. Thus, we find that though this research is a
conceptual one, it is nothing impractical nor unrealistic.
Rather, this work will lay down the foundation for an






3.1 The World-wide Situation
The business cycle of the shipping business is strongly
affected by the economic situation of the world. During
recession, trade growth is stagnant and the demand for sea
transport services drops as happened from 1980 to 1982. A
lot of shipping companies ran into bankruptcy while others
have been struggling in adverse conditions. Only those
operating with high efficiency and at low costs can survive
in the hard time. The world economy has recovered in 1984
but it hasn't brought the foreseeable prosperity in the
shipping industry.
By any account, the Year of Rat was certainly an
eventful year in this industry. Countries around the world
were hit by major port strikes leading conferences were
shaken by both the new United. States Ocean Shipping Act and
fierce rate wars. Some lines responded to the challenges
thrust upon them by filing for bankruptcy while others
achieved record volumes and profits. Under this condition,
Hong Kong Islands Lines passed the year with some loss.
3.2 Hong Kong Shipping Industry
From 1970 onwards, Hong Kong has followed tightly the
world-wide trend of containerization in the shipping
13
industry. Even though conventional ocean vessels can still
be seen, the gigantic wheel of containerization is moving
fast.
Since 1979, Hong Kong has out-performed the port o
Kobe, Japan to become the third largest container port.
Container throughput in Hong Kong last year rose to 2.1
million TEUs (20-ft. equivalent units), up from 1.8.
million TEUs in 1983, compared with New York's 2.25 millioi
TEUs last year and 2.06 million TEUs in 1983. Thes+
figures which were released by the Marine Department in
York as the world's second largest container port las
year. It is expected that the growth of Hong Kong'
shipping business will continue especially when the work
economy has revived. Based on this, HKIL is expanding it
fleet now.
3.3 Trans-Pacific Service
Although the continuing strength of the US dollar is
expected to keep Far East exports flooding into the US for
the foreseeable future, not even this flow, nor an
anticipated rise in US exports to Asia, will match the
additional slots scheduled for deployment in the
transpacific trades over the next 18 months. Analysis
shows that over the past 18 months over one million TEU
April, indicate that Hong Kong just failed to overtake Nei
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(on an annualized basis) have entered the market, and it
seems likely that nearly another million could be in
service by mid-1986 Although the over capacity,
especially in westbound routes, will be the most important
issue facing the 35 carriers now serving the market, there
will be others of which the impact of the US Shipping Act
of 1984 will probably be the most significant.
Certainly as the problem of excess capacity looms
larger, especially westbound, and with rates not looking
likely to rise to levels which carriers deem appropriate,
the pressure on operators to achieve economies of scale and
improve service frequency by combining forces will
increase. Predicting what will happen in the volatile
transpacific trades beyond 1986 is difficult. However,
there is no doubt that given the continuing dynamism of
many Pacific dim economies and the parlous state of some
other major liner trades, many owners will still prefer to
take a well calculated gamble in the Trans-Pacific market
to an even higher risk in other routes. So the
concentration of slots in the trades will continue.
Moreover, the future known expansion plans of the route's
major companies ensures that this will take place. Since
70% of HKIL sales comes from this route, HKIL must improve
its efficiency in order to cope with the competition in the
coming years.
15
Another very special. characteristic of the
Trans-Pacific route is the totally imbalance trade between
U.S.A. and westbound countries. The volume of the westbound
cargo is only 50% of the eastbound one. It creates the
problem of repositioning the empty containers back from
U.S.A. to Asia. The situation is deteriorated by the fact
that nearly all container leasing companies require the
return of leased containers back to the Asian countries.
Consequently, one of the major areas in cost control is to
check the location of leased containers in U.S.A. and ship
them back. HKIL has put a subtantial amount of resources
in building up the information system for its Container
Control Department. Our team has successfully pointed out
the deficiency of this expensive system. Details will be
discussed in the later sections.
3.4 Market Position of Hong Kong Islands Shipping Agency
Ltd.
In general, the shipping market can be divided into
conference and non-conference segments. HKIL is a
non-conference line. The target customers of conference
lines are high class cargoes like electronic products,
clothes, etc. Those of non-conference lines are bulky
goods like fans, waste steel, construction materials, etc.
Here is a table of the cargo types and the major
competitors are listed in Exhibit 3.1.
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Countrie! Competitors Cargo Types
Taiwan Hyunc Furniture, Toys, Electric Fans,
KSC Lounge Chairs, Chinese
YML Merchandise, Hand Tools,
KMTC Noodles, Canned Goods of
KKL all Kinds.
Yang Ming
Hong Kong TMM Rattan Furniture, Rattanware,
KSC Chinaware, Fak, Chinese
KMTC Merchandise, Toys, Electric
EAC Fans, Canned Goods of all Kinds
MOSK
vdpoll Hyundai Electrical Goods of all Kinds,
TMM Tyres used, Foodstuffs,
KSC Stationery, Photo Albums, Toys,
KMTC Fork Lift, Motorcycle, Aluminum
EMC Wheel, Auto Parts, Kitchenware,
Machinery.
S. Korea Hyundai Furniture, Electrical Goods,
TMM Light Bulb, Tarpaulin, Tyre,
KMTC Tyre Chain, Canned Goods,
KKL Photo Albums.
Hantin
EAC- The East Asiatic Company Ltd KKL- Kangaroo Line
EMC- Evergreen Marine Corporation TMM- Transportation Maritime
KSC- Korea Shipping Corporation Mexicana S.A.
YML- Yang Ming Line MOSK- Mitsui O.S.K. Lines
Hantin- Hantin Container Line (H.K.) Ltd.
FYhi hi t 1 ('arnn TvnAC And the MA inrmmnot i tnrc of NKTI
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Compared with its competitors, HKIL has an extremely
unfavourable position since its transit time is usually 15%
to 100% longer (See. Appendix 2). The long transit time is
caused mainly by the limited speed of HKIL's old vessels
and chaos in receiving cargo. Anyway, HKIL can still




HISTORY OF HKIL AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
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4.1 Backgrounc
Hong Kong Islands Line (HKIL) is a subsidiary of New
World Development.Company Limited. New World Development is
a listed company in Hong Kong with a market capitalisation
of over US$750 million with diversified interest in
property, development, engineering, construction, hotels
and investments.
HKIL has been in the shipping field since 1967 with a
management team having been in the shipping business as
early as 1956.
The rejuvenation of the company dates from September
1983 when the New World Development, a large real estate
company in Hong Kong acquired a 70 percent stake in it. Mr.
Chau's family holds the remaining 30 percent of the stock
in the carrier. The Board of Directors of the Company is
formed by the following persons:
Mr. Cho Nan ChinChairman and President
Mr. Chow Din Ming, JosephManaging Director
Mr. Cheng Yu TungDirector
Mr. Cheng Kar Shun, HenryDirector
Mr. Chow Yu Chun, AlexDirector
Mr. Chow Din Ying, WilliamDirector
Mr. Leung Chi Kin, StewartDirector
Mr. Young Chi WanDirector
Mr. Sin Wai KinDirector
Mr. Cheng Yue PuiDirector
Mr. Yiu YanDirector
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4.2 Services Provided by HKIL
1. Far East Trans-Pacific Container Service.
Five container ships of 1200 TEU size supported by two
container ships of 800 TEU size are employed on this trade
lane with a frequency of one sailing every eight days
linking Long Beach, Oakland, Portland and many inland points
through Micro-bridge and Miniland bridge with Yokohama,
Osaka, Busan, Kaohsiung, Keelung and Hong Kong. Singapore,
Manila, Bangkok, Macao and China are also served with
internal and external feeder vessels. Future plans call for
the implementation of services on a weekly basis.
2. Far East Australia Container Service.
Five smaller sized container vessels with capacity
ranging from 250 TEUs to 600 TEUs are deployed on this lane
with a sailing every 15 days linking Hong Kong, Taiwan and
the Philippines with Australia.
3. Boomerang Service.
Two medium sized container ships of 800 TEUs each are
deployed on this service with a sailing every month from
Long Beach to Australia returning to Long Beach via Far East
ports thus completing a triangle. Plans are at hand to add
-another ship to this route to increase the frequency and to
call at an additional port if there is a demand.'
21
4. Inter-Port Service.
As an added attraction, shippers have the choice of
moving containers from and to any point within the routes
served Darticularly within Far East region.
4.3 Fleet Particlars
Acquisitions in 1984 and 1985 have doubled the
container slot lifting capacity and the Line continues to
seek vessels that. are best suited to provide specialised















To supplement the increased carrying capacity, HKIL
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since 1984 has purchased and taken delivery of additional
1500 forty foot dry containers and 700 units of chassis all
brand new from manufacturers. The Line has on order another
500 units of forty foot dry containers with delivery expected
in May 1985 with an option for another 1000 units for
delivery October 1985.
Thus far, capital investment in chassis and containers
approximate US$30 million accounting for approximately 70% of
these equipments being directly owned.
4-5- NPfiwnrk of office
As HKIL has grown and expanded its range of services,
it has developed an office network combining its own offices
at many points with agency representation at others. Its own
offices include Tokyo, Osaka, Kobe, Long Beach, Oakland and
Sydney.
To strengthen USA regions HKIL in 1984 opened new
offices in New Orleans, and Houston to provide improved
intermodal services and currently places representatives in
Portland and New York. It is also setting up offices in
Chicago aiming for full operational status by May 1985.
All operation, beginning with the head office, have
23
upgraded computer technology to service customers in
documentations and operations.
Efforts will continue to be make to refine operations
in the years ahead.
4.6 Recent Develpment
The company has added a fifth vessel to its
non-conference service between the Far East and the West
Coast of the United States, thus giving it a frequency of
every seven to eight days. The line previously had a service
frequency of every 10 days.
The new vessel, to be known as the Precoius Island,
formerly was owned by the now bankrupt Hellenic lines.
Previously known as the Hellenic Faith, it is by far the
largest ship in the carrier's fleet, with a container
capacity of 1,200 TEUs. The four other vessels in this
service have capacities ranging from 600 to 800 TEUs.
In addition, Hong Kong Islands Line has just purchased
500 40-foot containers from South Korea and has an option to
buy another 1,000 boxes. That comes on top of an important
expansion last year when it bought 1,500 40-foot boxes and
700 new chassis.
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The carrier also is expanding its marketing operations
in the United States. It will be opening an office in Chicago
and will be increasing its presence in the Northeast.
Besides its Far East service, the Line also operates
what it calls a Boomerang Service which operates in a
triangular route from the Far East to Long Beach,
California, to Australia and then back to the Far East. At
present, this service employs two vessels and operates on a
monthly frequency, but the Line intends to increase it to
four ships and a fortnightly frequency within six months.
The expansion of the carrier's U.S. sales network i
tied to an effort to increase its share of the US expor
market. The Line has had only a small share of the westboun
Trans-Pacific market, but said that it has picked up a lot o
cargo recently because of shipper anger over the rat
increases posted by the Trans-Pacific Westbound Rat
Agreement.
The Hong Kong Islands Line executives were particularly
bullish about the prospects for their Australia service. Its
management observed that the biggest potential for this
service comes from the Northeastern United States, despite
the fact that its sole port of call in the United States is
Long Beach. The Line's two vessels in this service each has a
25





5.1 Organization of HKIL
5.1.1 Company Structure
Reporting to the Board of Director, the Managing
Director, Mr. Joseph Chau is in charge of the management of
HKIL. Basically, HKIL is composed of two major divisions.
One' is the operations division and the other is the
financial division. The operations division is headed by
Mr. William Chow, Executive Director and Mr. C.S. Chang,
General Manager. The Financial division is under the
management Mr. Michael Chau, Executive Director and Mr.
William Chiu, Financial Controller.
Under the operations division, there are four major
line functions, namely, the Fleet Department, the Container
Operation Department, the Ship Management Department and
General Administration Department. The last funciton is at
present vacated.
Under the finacial division, there are three major line
functions, namely, the Financial Accounting Department, the
Managerial Accounting Department and the Disbursement
Control Department.
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Supporting these two divisions are three staff
-f.unctions.. The Internal Auditor, Mr. William Lam is
supposed to oversee the operation efficiency of HKIL and to
impose internal control on each department. The Computer
Analyst, Mr. J. Fu is in charge of the EDP Department.
Besides controlling the daily operation of the computer
system, Jerry also develops application packages in
accordance with the need of each user department. The
Management Information Systems Analysts are a group of five
CUMBA students i.e. the authors of this Research Report.
With the help of the Computer Analyst, the MIS Analysts are
supposed to carry out an overall review of the existing
information systems and to improve existing systems for
PV TT
A set of Organization Charts of HKIL is annexed in
Appendix 3.
5.1.2 Group Structure
Under the holding company Hong Kong Islands Line S.A.,
there are 19 subsidiary companies, as indicated in Exhibit
5.1
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Company Code Company Name
01 Hong Kong Island Line S.A.
02 Hong Kong Islands Line (Australia) Ltd.
03 Hong Kong Islands Line America S.A.
04 Tiara Properties Ltd.
05 Tevvutt Shipping Co. Ltd.
11
Hong Kong Admiral Shipping Co. S.A.- Beaufort Island
12
Hong Kong America Shipping Co. S.A.- Green Island
13 Hong Kong Australia Shipping Co. S.A.- Ngan Chau
14 Precious Shipping Co. S.A.- Ping Chau
15 Hong Kong Treasure Shipping Co. S.A.- Young Chau
16 Hong Kong Horizon Shipping Co. S.A.- Yuan Chau
21 Hong Kong Countess Shipping Co. S.A.- Island Container
22 Hong Kong Champion Shipping CO. S.A.- Ocean Container
23 Hong Kong Excellent Shipping Co. S.A.- Pacific Container
24 Hong Kong Pearl Shipping Co. S.A.- Pearl Island
25 Hong Kong Pioneer Shipping Co. S.A.- Potol Island
31 Hong Kong Princess Shipping Co. S.A.- Apli Chau
32 Hong Kong Giant Shipping Co. S.A.- Lamtong Cha
51 Hong Kong Islands Shipping Agency S.A.
52 Hong Kong Islands Shipping Agency Ltd.
N.B. The Company Code is the corresponding Account Code in the Chart
of Accounts.
Exhibit 5.1 The Subsidiary Companies of HKIL
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Basically, each vessel is owned under a vessel owning
company. HKIL has wholly-owned subsidiaries only in
Hong Kong, the U.S.A., Australia and Japan. As
regards to Taiwan and Korea, HKIL has assigned agents
which take charge of the overseas operations. A
summarised Group Structure Chart is shown in Appendix 4.
5.2 Operations
The operations cycle of the operating departments
spreads over 7 days before the D-Day and 7 days after the
D-Day. The D-Day is the date on which a ship arrives at a
port e.g. Hong Kong, HKG.
The operations cycle is best depicted in the Exhibit
5.2.
The operating departments involved are the Fleet
Department, Marketing Department, Freight Department
(Inbound/ Outbound), and Ship Management Department. The
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D-Day
D-Day-7 D-Day-3 D-Day-1 D-Day+1 D-Day+2 D-Day+3 D-Day+7
Schedules Sales Equipments
Condalida- Drayage Drayage
Allocations tions, Arrangements Inb Cntrs
Booking Bookings, Storage
Opens- Projections SHIP etc.
Outbound Adjustments ARRIVES Preparation Despatch
























Exhibit 5.2 Operation Cycle
Up
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area and degree of contact can be summarized in Exhibit
5.3
The following discussion gives a detailed description
of the organization and operations of each department.
5.2.1 Fleet Department
The department is headed by a Fleet Manager, Mr.K.W.
Chen and also an Assistant Fleet Manager, Mr. J. Hui.
Newly employed to the shipping Department is a Traffice
Co-ordinator, who is supposed to be trained to share the
workload of both Mr. Chen and Hui. Exhibit 5.4 shows the
organization chart of the Fleet Department.
The duties of the Fleet Manager and the Assistant
Fleet Manager are similar to each other except that the
Fleet Manager is responsible for the U.S. container service
while the Assistant Fleet Manager is responsible for the
Australian container service. Their duties are mainly as
follows, except the first one, which is part of the
responsibility of the Fleet Manager but not the Assistant
Fleet Manager.
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Department Sub-Div Degree/Area of Contact
Fleet
Schedules Allocations
F1PAt MKTG. Customer liaison, booking
of space
Fleet INB. DOCS. Complete procedures upto
return of empty containers
Fleet OUTB. DOCS Complete procedures upto
despatch of manifests
F1eel CNTR. CONTROL Liaison and drayage etc.
Shipment CRW nFPT_ Complete formalities upto
delivery of Port Clearance
TER. OPR. Complete terminal' activities









Exhibit 5.4 nraanivatinn chart of F1AAt nonartmnn+
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(a) Telex- all the incoming telex will be presented to the
Fleet 'Manager,' who will..note down the information he needs
and check which telex belongs to which department. If
answers to the telex are urgently needed, then he will also
make sure that the telex is properly answered.
(b) Scheduling- once every two weeks, they are required to
prepare a Sailing Schedule (Appendix 5), which will be sent
to the agents, branch offices and also some major
customers. Besides this, a more up-to-date sailing
schedule, in the form of telex (Appendix 6), will be sent
to the branch offices and agents every Monday. Amendment
to the sailing schedule is not infrequent. The setting of
the schedule is mainly based upon Mr. Chen's experience,
and the criterion for scheduling is that the period between
two subsequent vessels to call at the same port should be
reasonable, not too long, nor too short.
(c) Space allocation- this is mainly to set the limit of
the number of containers that a port can load onto a
vessel. The allocation is mainly based upon the managers'
experience.
:(d) Bunkering -the major criterion for where to replenish
bunkering is the oil price. The time to order for oil is
usually one week before the oil is used up in the vessel.
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For bunkering, the manager has to prepare a Bunker Supply
Report (Appendix 7) for each bunkering process, and a
Bunkering Project for-the subsequent month (Appendix 8).
(e) Others- they have to prepare part of the Voyage Report
(Appendix 9), which is to be updated once every week for
each vessel, and also a Booking Report (Appendix 10), which
is prepared twice every week.
However, none of the above is generated by computer.
5.2.2 Freight Department
The freigh t information system mainly deals with the
inbound and outbound documents. There are 9 persons in the
Freight Department, a Freight Manager, an Assistant Freight
Manager, 5 staff responsible for outbound documents, and 2
staff rewsponsible for inbound documents. Exhibit 5.5












Exhibit 5.5 Organization Chart of Freight Department
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Inbound Documentation
After a vessel has arrived, HKIL will notify the
consignee. Then he will probably have to present the Bill
of Lading (Appendix 11), or a letter of Guarantee if no
relevent Bill of Lading or other document of titles, and
then HKIL will give the consignee a Release Order (Appendix
12). With the Release Order, the consignee can get an
Import FCL Equipment Release Order, with which he can go to
the terminal to pick up the container for unpacking.
In order for the Freight Department to know whic
containers to be discharged in their port, an Inboun
Container List is sent to them beforehand so they kno
which container is to be discharged.
Outbound Documentation
Usually seven days before a vessel arrives at a port,
the shippers will send their Shipping Orders (Appendix 13)
to HKIL. The Shipping Order should contain all the
information about the cargoes, which port to be loaded,
discharged, what are the weight and volume etc. With the
Shipping-.Order, the-shipper can get an Export FCL Equipment
Release Order, which is to be presented to the terminal in
order to take an empty container away.
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An Outbound Documentation staff will input the
information on the Shipping Order into the computer so as
to generate the, Bill of Lading and also the Manifest
(Appendix 14), which will be sent to parties involved.
Existing Information System
For the Freight Department, there is an Outbound
Documentation System which basically serves two purposes:
1. to collect voyage information for further use and
2. to produce computerized documents such as Bill of
Lading, Freight/Cargo Manifest, Container Load Plan
(Appendix 15) and other specific reports which the user can
print at any time and they reflect the most up-to-date
information in the data files.
Another subsystem. is the System Supporting Files
System, whose functions are:
1. to support the operation of Outbound Documentation
System and other subsystems and
2. to produce a series of lists such as Customer List,
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Port Information List and Rate Information List etc. which
the user can-print at any time for reference.
Both the above-mentioned systems are prepared by Mr.
Jerry Fu in Dec.1983 and are implemented on a NCR 1-9020
Computer System.
5.2.3 Marketing Department
There are 8 people in the Marketing Department: a
Marketing Manager, a Marketing Analyst, a Sales Manager, an
Assistant Sales Manager, 3 salesmen responsible for U.S.
container service, and 1 salesman responsible for Australia
container service. Exhibit 5.6 illustrates the
organization of the Marketing Department.
Major documents are the Tariff List (Appendix 16),
which lists all the rates for different cargoes the Sales
Daily Report (Appendix 17), which records each call that a
salesman makes on a certain day the Sales Plan and Call
Record (Appendix 18), which summarises the calls that a
salesman makes in that week Summary of Sales (Appendix











Exhibit 5.6 Organization Chart of Marketing Department
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At present, all the reports and pricing decisions are
made manually and based on individual's experience.
The duties of the Marketing Manager and the Marketing
Analyst are to collect, analyse and report related data,
about the market situation for the use of Sales Department
and top managment.
There is not any computerized information system for
Marketing Department.
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5.2.4 Container Operation Department
The Container Operation Department has two sections:
Container Control Department (CCD), and Maintenance and
Repair Department. Exhibit 5.7 is an organization chart
for the two Departments.
Responsibility
The Container Control Department is responsible for:
1. the arrangement of equipment including trucks,
containers'and chassis to carry cargo to the wharves and
2. the notification of the wharves in arranging loading
and discharging of containers to and from vessels.
To be efficient and cost-saving is the primary goal
of CCD. To achieve the goal, CCD has to make the best use
of the available equipment. It also makes proposal to the
top management with regard to the acquisition of necessary


























CONTAINER CONTROL DEPARTMENT (14 STAFF
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Wharf
CCD is responsible for the arrangement of equipment
for the loading and discharging of containers. At present,
containers are handled through Ocean Terminal, and Dawin
Eastern Godown. Both are not contain,..f terminals.
Lighters are used to carry containers to and fro between
the vessels and the wharves. This is called mid-stream
operation. Due to limited lifting capacity of cranks in
Ocean Terminal, only 20 ft. containers are handled there..
Usually 2 staff are on board of vessels to supervise the
loading and discharging of containers. The terminals have
to submit documents of Tally Sheet (appendix 20), Report of
Cargo (appendix 21) Summary of Outward Cargo (appendix
22) and Summary oflnward Cargo (appendix 23), and
Container Load Plan back to the Container Control
TlcnarmPn_
N.B. HKIL's Leasing contract of Ocean Terminal will expire
at the end of 1985.
Equipment
HKIL owns /uL or the containers. Ine rest are nireu
from companies like James Star Co. Ltd. on the basis of
lease contracts. Each contract may contain one to
hundreds of containers.
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According to the length of leasing period and nature
of the contract, lease contracts can be classified into
three types.
1. Long -term Contract (usually three years long)
2. Short-term Contract (for individual container and used
only in time of unexpected demand of containers)
3. Master-list (a kind of agreement between HKIL and
leasing companies of which the latter has the obligation to
supply containers for*HKIL in a particular period of time)
Because the costs are very different for the 3 types
of contracts(Exhibit 8), HKIL always prefers Long-term
Contract to Short-term Contract or Master-list.
Most lease contracts require shipping companies to
return containers back to the depot point. Because of the
imbalance trade between Asia and U.S.A, a lot of containers
are shipped to Eastbound i.e. U.S.A. These containers have
to be repositioned back to Westbound for off-hiring.
Otherwise, costs will continuously incur. To cut down
these costs, HKIL is trying to off-hire more containers in
the near future.
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CONTRACT TYPE RATE (US$/DAY)
40 ft20 ft
Long-term 1.1 2.8
n n c n2.5-3.0
(Short-term
Master-list 1.8 3-3.5
Exhibit 5.8 3 Types of Container Contract
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Tracing the Location of Containers
Every container has a container numberand its position
can be traced easily if the data base of Container Control
System is updated in time. However, a lot of containers
have been lost because of outdated information. This is
especially serious in the U.S.A. If a leased container is
lost, a replacement cost will be charged to HKIL according
to the current market price.
Arrangement of Equipment
When CCD receives the-delivery order (Import/Export)
of FCL cargo, it will either arrange the transport
equipment in case of carriage haulage or gives release
order to the client directly in merchant haulage.
The above may be summarized in Exhibit 5.9.
For LCL cargo, the shipper has to send or take his
cargo by himself.
Control of Equipment
Depot, wharf and client have to submit Dock Receipt
(appendix 12) to CCD. CCD will check them and prepare a









Arrange the Arrange the
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Exhibit 5.9 Arrangement of Equipments
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Reports (appendix 24 25) With Manifest, Container Load
Plan and Stowage Plan from overseas agents on branches, CCD
can check the location of containers and be kept informed
of the available equipment in different ports
A series of reports are now generated by CCD for this
purpose. However, the efficiency of the department is
now hindered by the inaccurate and late submission of
information from the overseas agents.
Other Duties of the Department
Apart from checking of equipment, CCD has to:
1. for outbound cargo, prepare the stowage plan (appendix
26) and maintain frequent contacts with the Freight
Department
2. give instructions to overseas agents with regard to
empty repositioning
3. prepare On-hire Report (appendix 27) and off-hire Report
(appendix 28)
4. answer client's enquires on lost cargo.
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Maintenance and Repair of Containers
li.. l i.ne work of Maintenance and Repair Department to
inspect and make arrangements for the repair of damaged
containers.. At present, there are not enough inspectors in
the department. The procedure is best summarized in
FvI},+- c 0
Existing Information Systems
At present, there are 15 different reports that can be
generated by the Container Control System designed by NCR
in 1982 using the NCR-I-9020. However, not every report is
used by, the department. The reasons will be given in
Chapter 6.
A manpower of 2 1/2 persons is allocated to update the
data base from which the following reports may bE
retrieved:
1. Last 10 Movements of Containers
2. Container Inventory by Location
3. Container Inventory by Vessel
4. List of Containers by Contract
5. List of On/Off Hire Containers
6. Damaged Container Details Report
7. Invoice Comparison
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Exhibit 5.10 Procedures for Repairs of Damaged Container
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9. Container Utilization by Port
10. Voyage Account Report
11. Daily Container Situation-and Utilization by Port
12. Transhipment Report
13. Incomplete Inland Trucking Movement Report
14. Last 5 Damaged Container Records
15. List of Container with Replacement Value
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5.2.5 Ship Management Department
The Ship Management Department is responsible for
ship management and recruitment of crew. Presently if
has nine staff and is headed by Captain Y. F. Kok, who
is in his forties.
In a three-hour interview with Mr. Kok, and an
on-board observation of a vessel, we gained some
understanding of how the Department is run.
Dry Dock
Major repair work is done in Kaohsiung
where HKIL has its own dry dock. Therefore, when a ship
arrives in Kaohsiung, a Check File for maintenance will
be prepared beforehand. Usually, a ship stays there for
2 or 3 days for repair. Although there are thousands of
items on-board, only about 200 major deck items and 100
major engineer room items are checked regularly. Other
parts usually do not have any repair work until they
fail to operate properly and must be replaced. Survey is
done according to the classification of each ship.
Roughly speaking, survey is done once a year, and a
complete survey is finished once in every four years.
（ 高 雄 ） ,
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Dry docking is done once in every 15 months.
IL is saia tnat the dry dock is self-sufficient in
terms of operating expenses, because the dock is also
rented to other parties whenever it has no work for the
self-owned ships.
Spare Parts
Spare part inventory is kept to the minimum. Only
definitely necessary items are kept or ordered. Right
now, the inventory level is very low. Since the ships
are old, some spare parts are hard to find. Therefore,
the company also buys second-handed items. This
contributes to low repair cost. However, it is
questionable that how well these old items work. Mr. Kok
seemed to be satisfied with the present system. Up to
this moment, there is no preventive maintenance.
t-,rew rianageuieii L
Each large ship requires 29 personnel and smaller
ship 24. About 70% of the crews are local people. Since
the wages are not up to ITF standard and market level,
the crews are not well educated and the average age is
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above 40--year-old. Nevertheless, Mr. Kok said the crews
are experienced and work O.K. The crews' turnover is
high partly because only one day of notice is required
for either party to terminate the employment contract.
Presently, there are over 1,000 crew on call, thus no
shortage of crew supply.
A provident fund scheme was set up for the crev
several years ago but not successful. This means that
old crew cannot expect any retirement benefits. This i5
not. true for the company's other employees.
Voyage Report
In every voyage, Master, Chiet Otticer and Chiet
Engineer have to submit a voyage report of his own when
their ship arrives in Hong Kong. If they go up to the
office, Mr. Kok will also inquire them about what is
going on in the ship. Right now, there are two
superintendents in H.K. and one in Taiwan. Mr. Kok is
responsible for checking the deck. He also thinks that
the maintenance workforce is not enough.




There are two existing systems helping the
department. One is for crew recruitment and the other is
for crew payroll. The two systems were developed
in-house according to the department's specification.
However, it is known that the crew recruitment
program is not actively used. The old card system is
still employed to do the job. The computer system and
the manual card system contain the same kind of
information. Thus, we need to further investigate how
come the card system is preferred.
The crew payroll system, like the recruitment
system, is stand alone, i.e. no connection with other
system. As the system concerns expenses, it should be
related to the accounting systems somehow. The linkage
between the payroll system and the accounting system is
about to be studied.
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5.2.6 Accounting Department
According to the organization chart, the accounting
function is under the management of the Executive Director,
Mr. M. Chau and the Financial Controller, Mr. W. Chiu. The
financial accounting and managerial accounting functions
are segregated. However, our study shows that managerial
accounting is only at its infant stage. There is, at
present, no appointed officer in charge of the managerial
accounting function. The Internal Auditor, Mr. W. Lam is
held responsible for a limited amount of management
reporting. Disbursement control was formerly under the
Container Operations Department but has recently been
re-organized under the Financial Accounting Department.
(See Appendix 3 Organization Charts of HKIL)
The Financial Accounting Information System
From our study, we understand that although the
chief function of the Financial Accounting Department is
financial reporting, it also carries out to some extent,
some management reporting-and controlling functions such as
manifest control and disbursement control.
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Under the management of Mr. Henry Lui, Financial
Accounting Manager, the department is composed of five
divisions, namely, Cashier, Acounting (U.S.A.), Accounting
(Australia), Manifest Control and Disbursement Control, as
shown in the Exhibit 5.11.
At present, the financial reporting function is
facilitated with the automation of three accounting
subsystems--the General Ledger (G/L) Subsystem, the
Accounts Receivable (A/R) Subsystem and the Accounts
Payable (A/P) Subsystem provided by the NCR packages and
are run under the NCR-I-9020 Mini-computer. Although the
three subsystems run under the same hardware system, they
are separate in every respect with regard to their
operation. i.e. there is no interface among the software
packages of the three subsystems. This creates substantial








Supervisor(U. S. A.) Supervisor(Australia)
D. ChanG. YauH. LuiM. N. Kung
Supporting SupportingSupporting supportingSupporting
Staff- Staff Staff StaffStaff
Exhibit 5.11 Organization Chart of Financial Accounting Department
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The Accounts Payable (A/P) Subsystem
In order to give a lucid summary of the present A/P
subsystem. procedure, our group has prepared an A/P
Subsystem Flow Chart as shown in Exhibit 5.12.
Recording Original Transaction
starting with the originating source of
information--the invoice, an accounting staff first
verifies the mechanical accuracy, pricing, goods purchased
and payment terms of the related transaction. (Checking
Process I -the invoice is delivered to the related
department responsible for the transaction to
authenticated). Then, a chop will be stamed on the invoice
to facilitate the classification, coding and recording of
the transaction (Preparation Process). The contents






































The information is input into the A/P Transaction File
from which a Preliminary Audit List is printed for
controlling the input accuracy (Checking Process 2) The
checked Preliminary Transaction File then acts as an input
for the final updating of the A/P Master File.
Payment
At times of payment, an accounting staff will first
prepare a Payment Voucher (Appendix 29) on which
classification and coding are performed. It also serves as
a Posting Voucher for the updating of the G/L. The
approval process has to undergo serveral steps: firstly
the Payment Voucher and the payment cheque are checked by
the Financial Accounting Manager. The payment is then
approved by the top management pending the signing of the
cheque. The approved Payment Voucher will undergo a
similar updating process like that of invoices.
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U pdating the G eneral L edger
T o update the G / L , a P osting V oucher has to be prepared
for originating transaction invoices . A s for payment , the
P ayment V oucher will take the place of P osting V oucher ,
A mounts are then denominatedinto U . S . dollars for each
transaction at an average transaction rate of the month
preceding the updating date .
C reditor M aster F ile
T his file maintains all creditors information
especially the outstanding balance and therefore serves
chiefly as a subsidiary ledger of the A / P control total
kept in the G / L . T he total of all outstandingA / P balances
should theoreticallymatch with the A / P control total in
the G / L after curreny translation and adjustments. B esides
the outstanding creditor balance the C reditor M aster L ist
also provides other useful informationsuch as year - to - date
purchase and payment , month - to - date purchase and payment ,
and LMB ( last month balance ) figures by creditor . A copy
of the C reditor M aster L ist is annexedin A ppendix3 0 .
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Invoice Register
The Invoice Register maintains a file of outstanding
invoice payable by creditors. It is a break-down of the
outstanding A/P balance of each creditor by voucher number.
A copy of the Invoice Register is annexed in Appendix 31.
Accounts Receivable Subsystem
Due to the special nature of the business, credit is
usually granted to U.S. line customers only. Therefore.,
the system pertains only to the U.S. line operation.
Basically, the A/R Subsystem is subdivided into inbound A/R
and outbound A/R.
Inbound A/R
For inbound customers, the Bill of Lading is the
source of information, which. is first verified and checked
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The updating processes of the A/R master file and G/L are
similar to the A/P system. The A/R System Flow Chart is
shown in Exhibit 5.13.
A/R Aged Invoice Report--Inbound
This is a management report showing the amount of
receivable over different time periods (Appendix 32) by
debtors.
A/R Released Invoice Report--Inbound
This report (Appendix 33) helps to unveil the payment
pattern of each debtor by showing the invoice date and


































For outbound customers, the source of information
originates from the Manifest which is also checked and
verified. The other processes are similar.
Daily Collection Report
For the outbound customers, a Collection Report is printed
out daily to monitor the collection of trade receivable.
A/R Aged Invoice Report--Outbound (Appendix 34)
'his is similar to the Inbound Aged Report.
A/R Captured Invoice Report--Outbound (Appendix 35)
This report shows the credit sales by outbound customers.
The General Ledger System
The General Ledger is a file consisting of all control
accounts maintained in U.S. Dollars for each company within
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the group.(Please refer to Chapter 5.1.2 about the Group
Structure and the respective Company code of each company).
From the G/L system, a Trial Balance (T/B) for each
company may be run. At present, there is no program
available within the G/L system which can produce the
financial statements i.e. P/L Account and Balance Sheet for
reporting purposes. Instead, the statements for each
company are manually prepared by the Accounting staff after
some human judgment and closing adjustments. (Please
refer to Chapter 6 about this point in detail). Then,
using a spread sheet, all the accounts of each company
would be consolidated to give the Consolidated Group

















Exhibit 5.14 General Ledaer System Flow Chart
G/L
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5.2.7 Manifest Control Departmen-
The Manifest Control Department headed by a
Manifest Control Supervisor, Miss Gloria Yan, is part of
the Financial Division. The main function of the
Manifest Control Department is to check and process all
the incoming Manifests, then generate a Recapitulation
Statement of Freight (Appendix 36) and a Freight Summary
(Appendix 37) for management information and input to
the accounting systems.
Recapitulation Statement of Freight is a summary of
a Manifest with emphasis on total cubic meter (CBM), and
weight loaded to or discharged from a vessel when it
calls a port. The summary also includes revenue earned
from calling the port.
After a ship has called a port, within 7 days, the
port agent will mail a Manifest together with Bills of
Lading to the Manifest Control Department (Outbound
Department must wait for Loading Report from terminal
before they can prepare a Manifest). One copy of the
Manifest will be sent to Inbound Department, if there
are goods to be discharged in Hong Kong. Upon receiving
the documents, Manifest Control Supervisor will first
check all the details of the Manifest with emphasis on
pricing (Mistakes usually found on special accounts).
Then based on the given information, she will prepare a
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Recapitulation Statement of Freight disregarding any
queries found on the Manifest. It usually takes her two
whole working days to prepare this statement-
In order to clarify the queries found, the
department will send a telex to the agent involved to
ask for explanation. Once the matter is clarified, the
department will amend the Recapitulation Statement of
Freight and file the Manifest for other departments'
usage
Freight Summary is another report which has to be
prepared by the department. It is a monthly report. All
its needed information can be extracted from Manifests.
This report shows freight revenue earned by each ship in
one month, and is used to prepare Posting Voucher which
is in turn used to update General Ledger. It is a
practice that, the report must be checked by Financial
Accounting Manager, Mr. Henry Lui, before it can be used
to prepare Posting Voucher.
In addition to Recapitulation Statement of Freight
and Freight Summary, the department is also responsible
for Special Quotation Report (Appendix 38) and
Brokerage Commission Report (Appendix 39). Among all
these reports, only the Westbound and Eastbound
Recapitulation Statement of Freight, Freight Summary and
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the Brokerage Commission Report are generated by
computer. The main factor that enables the Westbound
reports to be generated by computers is because all the
Westbound raw data are being processed in Hong Kong
instead of being processed manually in U.S.A.
5.2.8 Disbursement Control Department
- The department, originally a section of Container
Operation Department, has been restructured to an
independent department supervised by Financial
Controller, Mr. William Chiu. The Disbursement
Controller, Mr. Dickie Chan, is responsible for the
daily operation of the department.
It is the company's practice that within 45 days
after a vessel has departed a loading or discharging
port, the port's agent must prepare a Main Disbursement
Report (Appendix 40) and mail it to the Disbursement
Control Department to claim all the voyage disbursements
accrued and declare all the freight revenue received. If
there is any supplementary information, it should be
sent within 60 days.
Under the situation when the total earnings age
received is larger than the total voyage disbursement
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the agent is required to remit the difference as soon as
possible to the company. On the other hand, if the total
earnings is less, HKIL will remit the difference to the
agent.
Upon receiving the Main and the Supplementary
Disbursement Reports (Appendix 41), the department will
verify all the data by cross checking them with Loading
and Discharging Reports, Manifest and Recapitulation
Statement of Freight. Quite often, discrepencies occur
when there was short-shipment due to late coming of
cargo. These discrepancies can usually be settled by
checking with Cargo Load Plan.
Based on Disbursement Reports and Manifest, the
Department will prepare a Voyage Performance Report.
This report records down expenses and serves to
eliminate the chances of being doubly charged by an
agent. Then the department will prepare a summary for
Accounts Department for posting.
In practice, instead of waiting for the arrival of
the disbursement reports, the department would base on
available information, such as Manifest, and historical
cast data to estimate the toatal voyage disbursements
and total earnings. If the result is in agent's favour,
the department would remit the amount of difference to
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the agent. Of course, if it is in the company's favour,
the department would request the agent to take immediate
action to remit the difference. The difference between
actual performance and the estimation would be settled
through agency account.
5.2.9 Internal Auditing
The title of Mr. William Lam is Group Internal
Auditor. As his title suggests, his duties should be
mainly confined to internal auditing. However, because
of three months' backlog in the Accounting Department,
most of his time has been spent on preparing Estimated
Monthly Financial Statements and other reports for
managerial information and decisions. Obviously, most of
the data on these statements are only estimates.
Besides monthly financial statements, other
managerial reports he has prepared are Monthly Loadin,1
Summary, Cost Matrix of Direct Cargo Cost for 20-ft




The EDP Department is headed by Mr. William Chow, EDP
manager. There are one system analyst, Mr. Jerry Fu, and
two programmers. The total value of all computer hardware
has exceeded US$100,000.00. The computer system consists of
one NCR 1-9020 minicomputer, two NCR 6530 disk drives, one
NCR 6440 matrix printer, one NCR 6420 band printer, one
cassette drive, eight NCR 7900 terminal, twe NCR DMV
personal computers, and one HP personal computer.
The computer was delivered in 1982. The status of
ownership is under leasing. Total main memory storage of
the system is 512 KB, half of the full capacity of the
main memory. The total direct access storage provided by
twe disk drives is 162MB. The operating system and
proprietory software packages used by the system are IMOV
(Interactive Multiprogramming Operating System, Version V)
and Accounting III-general ledger module, respectively. The
cassette of the system is used for initial loading of IMOV
software at the start of day.
The applications of the computer system are
accounting, container control, crew payroll, shipping
documents. Future plan of the EDP Department is on
international networking.
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5.J Operations Section Summary
From the above discussion, we can have an overview on
the operations of the company and on the information flow
through the company. To present a simple diagram of the
overall information flow of the system, a system flow chart
is shown in Exhibit 5.15. The system information flow
starts from the Marketing Department, then passes through
the major departments. Of course, it cannot be
all-encompassing, e.g. the Ship Management Department has
not been included. Nevertheless, it inspires us a major
concept in the information system i.e. it may be possible
and valuable to design a data base information system
which is sufficiently comprehensive to command the
information requirements of most departments as well as the
management if we could identify the major originating
sources of information. Based upon our study, our group
has identified the originating sources of information as
the Bill of Lading and the Manifests.
The weakness of the present system lies in the fact





































































































Exhibit 5.15 Overall System Flow Chart
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independently. There is no interface between each system.
This has given rise to many unnecessary manual operations.
The most obvious is in the Manifest Control Department.
If we could design a system with a common data base
which interface among the existing information systems i.e.
Marketing, Container Control, Freight, Manifest Control,
Disbursement Control, Management Accounting, A/R, A/P and
G/L systems, then the whole Company would be much more
efficient. The common data base may be derived simply from
the originating sources of information especially Bill of
Lading and Manifests. In Chapter 7, we would have a more





In order to collect more information, questionnaires
(See Appendix 1) were distributed to the relevant staff of
each department. Their names and departments are listed in
Exhibit 6.1. After the questionnaires were collected, we
arranged follow-up interviews in order to understand more
details about their standpoints and the reports described
in their answers. Our findings for each department is
described in the following sections.
6.1 Fleet Department
On the whole, both the Fleet Manager and the Assistant
Fleet Manager thought that computers may benefit them.
However, the Assistant Fleet Manager suggested that not
enough printer is a problem in using the computer system.
About the present situation of using computers the
Fleet Manager only wrote down his duties but didn't make
any suggestion nor recommendation.
As for the Assistant Fleet Manager, he suggested the
following existing reports to be generated by computers:
1. Voyage Loading Report (Appendix 45),
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2. Cargo Liftings Statistics (Appendix 46),
3. Major Accounts Performance Statistics (appendix 47)
and also some new reports:
1. Freight Revenues Earned,
2. Cargo Commodities Lifted by Port/ Vessel/ Month/ Hot
Items
We have interviewed Mr. Jesse Hui, the Assistant Fleet
Manager. He said that in preparing the Annual Cargo
Liftings Statistics and Major Accounts Performance
Statistics, he has to flip over all the manifests of the
year in order to record the cargo liftings and shippers of
each voyage, and this process requires tremendous effort.
For the Voyage Loading Report, it requires information
in other two reports, they are the Transhipment Advice
(Appendix 48, one Voyage Loading Report requires many
Transhipment Advices), and the Loading Report submitted by
the Container Control Department. Hence to facilitate the
computerization of the Voyage Loading Report, we may have
to computerize those two reports first.
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6.2 Marketing Department
Strange enough, two of the salesmen simply answered
no ideas on the questionnaires. Also, two of them
suggested that the computer is hard to use. Therefore, it
shows that the whole marketing department staff lacks
computer knowledge and that they may not know exactly how
the computer can help them in carrying out their duties.
At present, they have to prepare the Sales Daily Report and
also the Sales Plan and Call Record. Nevertheless, the
following reports were suggested to be generated by
computers
1. Service Contract Cargo Loading Report,
2. Free Hand Cargo Loading Report,
3. China Cargo Loading Report,
4. Transhipment Loading Report,
5. Loading Figures for Individual Shipper, and
6. Loading Figures for Individual Company.
As for the Marketing Analyst, monthly Cargo Loading
Report- by Commodity, top 10-20 HK Shippers/US Consignees,
and all HK Shippers/all U.S. Consignees are the reports
designed by the department. All these reports can be
generated by computer since Manifest is the only source of
information needed for the reports.
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Jennifer predicted that if these reports were to be
compiled by hand, one month would be the delay.
Furthermore, unavailability of these reports would stop her
from making comments on the current market and from
planning marketing strategies. She believes that once
these reports are generated by computer, the backlog would
be relieved.
Following our interview with the Sales Manager, we
found that reports -(1) to (6) are now manually prepared by
the Freight and Documentation Department for each voyage.
Besides, the Sales Manager wanted the Freight Tariff
to be computerized. There are six volumes of them each
showing the tariff rate from various port in Far East to
various ports in U.S. In view of the tremendous amount of
material to be input, the sales manager agreed that the
implementation has to be step by step. Moreover, a
computer terminal is needed for immediate retrieval of
information.
When we talked to the Marketing Manager and Marketing
Analyst, they said that a computer printout Salesman's
Performance Report (Appendix 48) is now available, which
contains information such as salesman, voyage, Bill of
lading number, shipper/ consignee, port of loading
discharging, freight, TEU etc.
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According to the marketing manager, the Shippers
Statistics Report per Month/Year (Appendix 49) is
suggested to be generated by computer, they include
information such as voyage, revenue, consignee, loading
port, discharging port, commodity, TEU.
Another suggested new report is the Monthly E/E
port which is compared with the budget and previous month'E
data.
Moreover, the Marketing Manager said that they are
going to buy some marketing information from U.S. customs.
These information include the export of U.S. by commodities
by shippers, by shipping company etc.
b.J weight Department
Five among the eight respondents thought that the
computer would take more of their time, while three to four
of them suggested that there are not enough printers and
input terminals. On the positive side of using computers,
four of them said that it will reduce the time spent by the
department on processing report.
Performance Report. They show the monthly loading of each
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Currently, the computer-generated reports are the Bill
of Lading, Manifest, and Container Load Plan. Besides,
there are still lots of reports produced manually, e.g.
Booking Reports, Service Contract Cargo Report, Free Hand
Cargo Report, Service Contract Loading Report etc. Among
the reports, the Assistant Freight Manager suggests that
the Service Contract Cargo Loading Report is better to be
generated by computers (this is also suggested by the
Marketing Department).
The answers to the questionnaires already reveal that
the major documents in this department have already been
computerised, and the remaining reports are either too
simple or they need human judgement. Therefore further
computerization of the existing reports is not required.
We have interviewed Mr. David Yeung, who also
suggested that their department is well-established as far
as computer is concerned. Besides, the computerization of
the Service Contract Cargo Loading is already solved after
EDP department managed to generate the Salesman's
Performance Report.
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6 . 4 C ontainer C ontrol D epartment
I t seems that all the reports can be automatically
generated by the computer except the fill - in the form
simple reports. e . g . L ighter R eport ( A ppendix5 1 ) .
T heoretically the department should be running efficiently
but in actual , it is not . I n our in - depth studies , five
people were interviewed. T hey are :
N ame P ost
C / C M anagerW ong S ai - on
L ai P ing - wah A ssistantC / C M anager
C ontainer O peration S upervisorL au K wok- ki
S enior C lerkC han K a - wai
M aintenanceM anagerH ui K am - tong
A ll the intervieweesclaimed that the reports in the
system are unreliable and clumsy to retrieve . W hile
this is the most expensive and sophisticated system
owned by HKIL , the above comment is really disappointing
to the top management. H owever , if we go into the
reasons behind , it seems that there is much room for
improvement. S urprisingly , most of them are simple and
easy to accomplish. T his will be dealed with in details
in C hapter8 .
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The causes of unreliability of the present system
can be summarised as follows:
1. Discreprancy in time between the submission of data
(Manifest, Container Loading Plan etc) and the
immediate needs for planning purpose. Very often the
lumpsum figures are required and are not obtained from
the overseas agents and offices by telex.
2. Missing or delayed reports submitted from overseas.
Container locations are impossible to be accurately
identified. Some containers are lost because of the
missing information.
3. In the peak preiod, i.e. seven days before and after
the arrival of a vessel, there is not enough input
clerk.
4. Container Control Department doesn't have its own
printer. While all the reports can only be retrieved
by printing, it is very inconvenient to go to the
nther office on another floor.
Because of the impartial functioning of the present
system, some interviewees suspect that computer is
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either not very useful to their department or difficul
to operate.
6.5 Ship Management Department
Three persons were requested to fill out the
questionnaire because they have contact with the present
MIS systems in ship management. It was intended that
each one would answer separately, but the three persons
replied together on one set of questionnaire. Thus, it
is impossible to separate their views based on the
answers.
Eleven reports were listed to be prepared by th
department and they are:
1. Ship's Pariculars
2. Personal Record
3. Personal Sea Record
4. Officer/Engineer Licences Quick References
5. Crew Movement Report
6. Crew Lists
7. Crew Payroll System
8. Pre-payroll Cash Advance
99. Crew Earning Record
10. Burmese Crew Home Allotment
11. Salary Tax Report
Only three of them, Personal Record (Appendix 52),
Crew Movement Report, and Crew Lists (Appendix 53) are not
currently generated by computer. The reasons were listed as
follows:
Personal Record: It needs human judgement and computer
printouts could not show photographs.
Crew List: It would make more errors especially their
Rank/Ratings always change.
Crew Movement: It is a very simple report.
It was also reported that the present reporting work
is very satisfactory and does not need further
computerization except a report called Ships' Trading
Certificates. Because the significance of this Certificate
is not understood, it remains open whether or not the
recommendation is supported by us.
Besides, the department is also responsible for ship
management and recruitment. These two duties were said to
be based on human judgement and impossible to be
computerized.
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With regards to the present MIS problems, it was
reported that there are not enough input terminals nor
enough computer operators to input information.
After an analysis of the questionnaire, a follow-up
interview was held with the three persons individually.
Mr. Richard Au is responsible for the recruitment of
ship personnel, including officers, engineers, and crew.
He explained that the reason why manual card system is
still being used is because the computer system is
inconvenient to use. The two systems contain the same
sort of data, and there must be some points in using the
manual one. The card system is that the ship personnel
data are typed on a card, and the cards are arranged
alphabetically in the master file box. When a personnel
sails, his card will be taken out from the master file
box into a box next to it. This box contains all the
cards of the personnel who are presently working on
board. The cards are categorized by each ship's name,
and thus one must know where the personnel is before
one knows where to find the card. Mr. Au said he has no
problem to find the card and said other staff in the
department are used to the card system, not the computer
system. Another two points he raised are:
1. The department has no terminal nor printer of its
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own. It takes a lot of time to queue for the facility.
2. Crew movement is very often. A card system is easier
to change. The computer report needs a new print-out
if kthere is any change of movement.
It is heartily agreed that the present computer system
is not so good as the manual system. However, it can be
conceived that the computer system can be modified for better
usage.
If a personnel's particular information, e.g. name,
address does not need to be printed out every time from
the computer, i.e. only the movements are printed, then,
the computer system can be as handy as the manual card
system. and because the computer system can be used for
data base management, it is much more versatile then the
card system.
In order to facilitate this advantage of computeri-
zation, the department must have easier access to terminal
and printer. Otherwise, the time used to wait for using
the facility is very much wasted. The output format should
also be re-designed as the present and is not easy to keep
and search manually.
Ms. Suzanna Yeung is res.ponslbie tor the payroii
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system. The payroll system prints out some reports
(Appendix 54). It is a stand alone system, and has very
little connection with the accounting systems.
Therefore, there is no need to combine it with other
systems. Ms. Yeung did not give any complaint of the
present system.
The Ship's Trading Certificates proposed to be
computerized does not seem to be justified. The
Certificates comprise a file of documents. Each ship
has a file of these documents, and there are enormous
amount of data for each ship. As FIKIL has only twelve
ships, a manual search for data is easier than inputing
all these data and then sorting them out. Data base
management is computerized to facilitate data usage. A
manual data base in this instance is better than a
computerized one in terms of its cost, time-saving and
handiness in finding out needed information.
The department manager, Captain Kok explicitly
expressed that he knew nothing 'of computer and had not
considered computerization of the department much.
It was also clarified that Personal Record is the same
as Personal Sea Record. The Officer/Engineer Licences
Quick Reference is very useful as it can give warning
when a seaman's licence expires. All the input data are
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said to be timely and have no delay.
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6.6 Financial and Management Accounting Department
By and large, the questionnaires for the departments
are well responded. A careful analysis of the information
given by the respondents may lead to the following
generalizations:
- generally speaking, the Financial Accounting Department
is relatively well-served by the existing computer system
- on the other hand, the Management Accounting Department
benefits little from the existing system
- the reports generated by computer are extensively used in
the Financial Accounting Department
the major problems of the existing system are
insufficient terminals, printers and manpower to update
information.
At present, the major reports of financial accounting,
namely the Profit Loss Account and the Balance Sheet, are
at present prepared manually. The Accounting Manager,
Henry Lui, recommended these statements be generated by
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computer. But the other accounting supervisors rather
preferred manual operation. Their rationale is that these
reports require human judgement and closing adjustments.
While financial accounting does involve some professional
judgement and accounting adjustments, the corresponding
statements should reflect the financial position and
operating results of the company after, rather than, before
such judgment and adjustments.
During our follow-up interview, Mr. Henry Lui also
agrees to our view that the so-called human judgement and
closing adjustments should be incorporated into an
adjusting voucher before the period end results. Actually
these closing adjustments mainly arise from the accrual
concept of accounting. For reporting purposes, these
adjustments must be recorded in an adjusting followed by a
reversing entry at the beginning of the next period.
Therefore, theoretically, the financial statements can be
generated by the computer.
Another report of interest is the Loading and Freight
Analysis (Appendix 55), which the Internal Auditor, William
Lam, desires to generate by computer. The preparation of
this report takes William two full days each month. The
average delay is five days depending on the availability of
the Recapitulation of Freight. The latter is the duty of
the Manifest Control Department. At present, the Freight
Recapitulation is prepared manually. Therefore, should the
Manifest Control Department be fully computerised, it will
almost certainly speed up the preparation of the Loading
and Freight Analysis. The source of information of both
reports originates from the Manifest.
For the other manual reports, the respondents
preferred to continue using the manual method. The
respondents also felt satisfied with the existing system
reports.
There are three kinds of reports- Voyage Accounts,
Asset Register, and Actual Cash Payment Analysis- which
are not presently prepared but desired to be generated by
the system according to some respondents. They are
basically management reports.
The exact format and process of the Voyage Accounts
and Actual Cash Payment Analysis will be discussed in
Chapter 8. Another point of interest lies on the payment
system of the U.S. Line. Payment is performed weekly on
receiving invoices from the U.S. office. However, the
average delay amounts to 30 days due to invoice checking.
Automation can be of much value to the department,
according to the Accounting Supervisor, Henry Liu.
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In the meeting with Mr. M. N. Kung, we understood that
the Asset Register is a report listing the fixed assets by
item and location. The purpose of this Asset Register is
mainly to establish the evidence that the company has the
ownership of the listed assets with their respective
locations. According to Mr. M. N. Kung, the major
difficulty of preparing the Asset Register is to code and
locate the owned containers which are largest in number
and most mobile. However, we enlightened him that through
the Container Control System, he can extract the whole
list of owned containers by number and location. This may
help to eliminate manually locating of the equipment
listing by Mr. M. N. Kung.
During the discussion with the Accounting Supervisor,
Mr. Henry Liu, we understood that Mr. Liu thought that the
computer could speed up the payment process should the
printing of payment cheques be computerised. However, we
are of the opinion that the amount of daily cheques
issued--about 20 in average-- is not worth the cost of
computerising cheque issue.
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6.7 Manifest Control Department
According to the questionnaire and the follow up
interview, there are four reports which are held
responsible by the department. These reports are special
Quotation Report, Recapitulation Statement of Freight,
Brokerage Commission Report, and Freight Summary.
Currently, only the Brokerage Commission Report, and the
Inbound and Outbound Recapitulation Statement of Freight
and Freight Summary are generated by computer. The
department is satisfied with the preformance of the
programs that generate these reports. Although the
computer software and hardware for generating
Recapitulation statement of Freight and Freight summary are
available in the Hong Kong main office, the reports for
overseas ports cannot be generated by computer because of
unavailability of computer system at overseas agents'
office and poor computer knowledge of the staff. It would
be a waste of manpower, to input the data on manually
prepared Manifest into the computer only to generate the
Recapitulation Statement of Freight and Freght Summary.
Furthermore, it would increase the workload of the
Manifest Control Department and further prolong the delay.
The main factor that enables the Westbound Recapitulation
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Statement of Freight and Freight Summary to be generated by
computer is because all the westbound raw data are being
processsed in Hong Kong head office instead of processing
manually in U.S.A.
The Special Quotation Report is the simplist report
prepared by the department. Since it demands a high degree
of human judgement and only takes a short time to prepare,
it is not appropriate to have it generated by computer.
Presently, the average delay for those manully
prepared reports are from one to two weeks. The department
puts the blame on lack of manpower.
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6.8_Disbursement Control Department
Currently four reports are responsible by the
department and none of them are generated by computer.
These reports are Accrual Report, Voyage Performance
Report, Disbursement Report and Direct Container Costs
Summary. According to the questionnaire, only the first
two reports can be generated by computer while the latter
two reports are not appropriate because of the involvement
of human judgement. However from the follow-up interview,
it was found that it would be very helpful to the
department if the Voyage Performance Report (by port and by
vessel) and various statistics could be generated simply by
entering the main and supplementary reports into the
computer, Accounts for Time Based Revenue Expenses
Monthly Report and Disbursement Account (Crew).
Although the 'reports are prepared manually, the
department claims that they can always prepare them on
time. Besides preparing the above reports, the department
also has to check overseas disbursement accounts. The
department stated that the average delay of performing this
duty is 2 days. They put the blame on the late submission
of accounts by overseas agents and lack of manpower.
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From the answers of the questionnaires, it reflects
that the staff of the department does not perceive computer
as a time and effort saving tool. In other words, they do
not understand the usefulness of computer and what it can
do for them. It should not be a surprise finding as the
department has never really in touch with computer, and all
its documents and reports are manually prepared.
Besides preparing reports, the department also needs
to assume two duties. The first one is to estimate the
voyage disbursement and earnings accrued to an overseas
agent. As it is the company's practice that instead of
waiting for the arrival of the disbursement reports, the
department would base on available informations, such as
manifest, and historical cost data to estimate the total
voyage disbursements and total earnings. If the estimate
favours the agent, the department would remit the amount of
difference to the agent. Of course, if it is in the
company's favour, the .department would request the agent to
take immediate action to remit the difference.
The difference between actual performance and the
estimation would be settled through agency account.
The second duty the aepartment nas to perrorm is to
verify the data on Main and Supplementary Reports by cross
checking them with Loading and Discharging Reports,
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Manifest and Recapitulation Statement of Freight.
it is no doubt that these duties require human
judgement. Therefore, there is no direct application of
computer in improving the efficiency of the department in





7.1 The Common Database Approach
In the past, electronic data processing had a file
processing orientation. Data needed for each user
application is stored in independent data files, and data
processing consists of using separate computer programs
which update these independent data files and use them to
produce the documents and reports required by each separate,
user application. This file processing approach has several
major problems which limit the efficiency and effectiveness
of electronic data processing. The major problems are data
redundancy and lack of data integration capability in
different files.
Instead, a data base is a nonredundant collection of
logically related records or files which consolidates
records previously stored in independent files, so that it
serves as a common pool of data which can be accessed by
many different application programs. The data stored in a
data base is independent of the computer programs which use
it and the type of secondary storage devices on which it is
stored.
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Exhibit 7.1 The Activity of the Data Base is Performed By Several
Programs, Each of Which has a Separate Function
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The planning and design of a data base is a very
technical subject and we do not plan to go into further
details. Suffice it to say that a well-developed data base
system would give minimum data input and storage, and
maximum capacity of data manipulation.
The systems currently used by HKIL also adopt the data
base approach. However, the systems were developed
independently of one another, and thus data redundancy and
lack of data integration capability also exist in the
different data bases. The problem is most serious in the
Accounting Department, where the three accounting packages
are not linked to one another, and in the Container Control
Department and Freight Documentation Department where
some data fields overlap.
Therefore, a common data base is envisaged as a
solution to the problem. That is, the different data bases
are somehow linked up to one another, and an updating of a
specific field would update the same data field in other
linked data bases by running an interface program. Thus,
any redundant or delayed input would be kept to the
minimum. The linkage also enables data integration among
different data bases. The interface approach is preferred
because of its cost-effectiveness and minimum change of the
present system.
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7.2 Documentation and Freight Information svster
The existing information system of Documentation and
Freight Department is already described in Chapter 5. Most
of the voyage information are already stored inside the
Bill of Lading File (Master File) of this system. The
overall system can be simply represented by the following
flowchart (Exhibit 7.2)
Input
Input to the Documentation and Freight Information
System mainly consists- of shipping orders, freight received
etc.
Data base
The data base for Documentation and Freight System is
the Bill of Lading File (Master File). The major fields of











Exhibit 7.2 Documentation and Freight Information System Flow Chart
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Output
UULPUL oz tnis system can be in two forms, 1) enquiry
through the screen, and 2) report printouts.
Enquiry can be made about the following information
1. B/L Basic Data
2. B/L Detail Data
3. B/L Container Data
4. B/L Freight and Charges
5. B/L Remarks
6. B/L Status
and reports that can be printed out are
2. B/L Covering List
3. B/L Attached List
4. B/L Invoice List
5. Transhipment B/L List
6. Transhipment Container Load Plan
7. Transhipment Cargo/Freight Manifest
8. Container Planning List
9. Container Load Plan (U.S.A.)
10. Container Load Plan (Australia)
1. B/L Control List
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11. Cargo/ Freight Manifest (U.S.A.)
12. Cargo/ Freight Manifest (Australia)
Besides, there is a sub-system which is composed of 10
supporting files: Company File, Rate File, Customer File,
Currency Code File, Unit Code File, Commodity File,
Container File, Number File, Veseele File and Port File.
All these data can be printed out.
During our analysis, we find that lots of information
stored inside this system can be very useful for other
departments. Some of them are discussed below:
1. Accounting Department--- The information about freight
collected and/or prepaid can be used to update the Account
Receivable Sub-system of the Accounting Department.
2. Container Control Department--- The information about
the container movement in each voyage can be used to update
the master file of Container Control System in order to
save input effort. Because there are many fields
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The overlapping fields are:
Common Field
Container Control Documentation
Container Number Container Number
Specification Specification
VSL/VOY VSL/V0Y
Loading Port Loading Port Code
Discharging Port Discharging Port Code
T/S VSL/VOY T/S Vessel Code/Voyage
Number
T/S Port T/S Port Code
3) Marketing Department--- We can re-classify the loading
figures, both outbound and transhipment, of each vessel by
commodity, by loading port, by discharging port, by
shippers, by consignees, by service contract. All these
figures can help the salesmen to assess the market
situation immediately.
In view of the above, we proposed to fully utilize the
stored information. Our proposed system can be summarized
in the following Flowchart (Exhibit 7.3).
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7.3 Container Control Information System
The present information system has already been
described briefly in 5 and 6. Here, we are going to give
a detailed analysis of the system.
Input
Input documents of the Container Control System are
Manifest from overseas agents, Dock Receipt of local
godowns, Container Load Plan from overseas agents and local
godowns. There are also other documents for checking
purpose in case when the above documents are not available.
These documents include Stowage Plan, Bill of Lading.
From the system control point of view, tight control
procedure have been catered and brought into the system.
During the data input and maintenance of the files, the
input information will be recorded in the hardcopy.
Data Base
There are three main data files in the system i.e.
Container Master File, Container Damaged File and Contract
Master File. The fields of each of these files are shown
in Appendix 57, 58, 59.
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Output
All the outputs of the system are in hardcopy form.
They cannot be visualised on the screen. In the Chapter 6,
we have already mentioned the problems associated with this
limitation. A detailed list of the reports are given in
Chapter 5 too. We will not repeat here.
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7.4 The Financial Accounting Information System
Although the major objective of the financial
accounting information system is to supply the necessary
information for external reporting to shareholders,
government and other outside interested parties, the
potential of it lies on the further development of the
system into a management accounting one for supplying
financial information for internal control and use. Exhibit
7.4 illustrates a flow chart of the proposed financial
reporting system.
At present, HKIL has three stand-alone subsystems in
the financial accounting information system: the Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable and General Ledger Subsystems.
The operating procedures and the respective information
flows of the three subsystems have been discussed in
Chapter 5.
Identification of Problems
Based upon the preliminary study and questionnaire
findings, our group has summarized two major problems in
the Financial Accounting Department. First, the three















Exhibit 7.4 Proposed rinanciai Keporzing system Flow Chart
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is no interface among the systems. Second, there has been
a significant delay in updating the G/L such that no
up-to-date financial reports may be prepared - a three
month backlog is reported.
No Interface Among the Subsystems
For some special reasons, the A/P, A/R and G/L
subsystems operate independently. This gives rise to
operation inefficiency. Because there is no common data
base for the three subsystems, some procedures such as the
postings of A/R and A/P transactions to the G/L have to be
unnecessarily duplicated. This may attribute in part to
the delay of the G/L updating discussed below.
Delay of Financial Reports
The delay of the updating of the G/L subsystem may be
due to the following reasons,
1. the conversion of the old system to the present one;
2. the duplication of work discussed above; and
3. the inefficiency of the manual system.
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The last reason may be obvious in the payment
procedure in which the approval process may sometimes
unnecessarily delay the updating of the G/L.
7.4.1 A Common Data Base for Financial Accounting System
In view of the above problems, our group has'
conceived the concept of designing a common data base for
the Financial Accounting System. The main feature of the
common data base is that it comprises a collection of
logically related financial records or files which
consolidate records presently stored in independent files
i.e. the existing A/P, A/R and G/L subsystems, so that it
serves as a common pool of data which can be accessed by
many different application programs.
The following is an analysis of the design of the
three sub-systems and how they integrate to form one common
data base from which financial reporting can be more timely
and accurate.
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7.4.2 The Accounts Payable Subsystem
Objectives
1. To provide financial control over all cash payments of
HKIL
2. To provide management, especially the Financial
Controller with updated information needed for Weekly Cash
Analysis, Monthly Cash Flow/Analysis and Actual Cash
Payment Analysis.
3. To speed up the payment process of creditors in order to
maintain good relationships, secure any discounts offered
for prompt payment and insure a good credit rating.
Input
Input into the A/P subsystem consists mainly of
invoices from agents and suppliers, payment vouchers,
expense and adjustment vouchers from Accounting Department.
vata ease
The data base for the accounts payable subsystem is
the accounts payable file which provides current balances
for all accounts and is updated by the new input data.
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Output
For controlling- purposes, a Transaction List is a
typical output of this system, which will list all system
transaction and compute various control totals. Another
major output is the Invoice Register which summarises the
outstanding due payments by creditor. The Creditor Master
List gives a report of the year-to-date purchases and
payment by creditor. The last three outputs are espscially
helpful to the Financial Control in preparing the Weekly or
Monthly Cash Analysis. Actually, the computer may further
be programmed to analyse outstanding invoices and expenses
vouchers so that forecasts of the cash requirements for
several future periods can be made. Last but not the least,
the output of summarised accounts payable transaction data
will form the input data for the General Ledger Subsystem.
Exhibit 7.5 gives a system flow chart of the prepared A/P
subsystem.
7.4.3 The Accounts Receivable--Subs stem
Objectives
1. To stimulate prompt customer payments by preparing
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Exhibit 7.5 The A/P Subsyszem Flow Chart
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customers
2. To provide management with the information required to
control the credit limit and term, and the collection
policy for each account, so as to maximize profitable
credit freight revenue,while minimizing bad debt losses
3. To provide management especially the Financial
Controller with updated information of cash receipts from
credit customers, hence facilitating the Weekly Cash
Analysis and Monthly Cash Flow/Analysis.
Input
Input into the A/R subsystem consists mainly of A/R
interface entry file, collection reports from U.S. office
and adjustment vouchers from Accounting Department. The A/R
Interface Entry File summarizes the output of the Freight
System and contains information originating from the
Manifests (for outbound) and Bills of Lading (for inbound).
Data base
The data base for A/R subsystem includes the Accounts
Receivable File which provides current balances for each
account and which is also, updated by the new billing,
receipts and adjustments input data. The Creditor Master
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'ile is used to provide data required for customer
Statement preparation. The customer credit standing
information in this file is also updated when the
respective credit balances are changed.
Output
For the purpose of good controlling and audit trail,
the output of the A/R subsystem should include a A/R
Released Invoice Report and A/R Captured Invoice Report for
both inbound and outbound. Other management reports include
A/R Aged Invoice Report, and/or Delinquent Account Report,
showing the credit standing by customer. Monthly statements
for each customer may also be prepared. Finally, the output
of Accounts Receivable Summary Data may form the input of
the General Ledger System. Exhibit 7.6 illustrates a
system flow chart of the proposed A/R subsystem.
7.4.4 The General Ledger Subsystem
The General Ledger should be organized into a mart or
Accounts into which the summary information from the A/R
and A/P subsystems and various other accounting entries can
be posted and consolidated. The. existing Chart of Accounts
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Exhibit 7.6 AR Sub-system Flow Chart
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computer printout of the Chart of Accounts of a typicE.
company within the group.
Objectives
1. To accept inputs from the A/R and A/P subsystems such
that manual updating in the G/L is not duplicated.
2. To maintain a summary of all accounts from which a Trial
Balance (T/B) may be generated.
3. To generate accurate and timely financial statements
such as Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Accounts for
reporting purposes.
4. To prepare comparative income statements and balance
CIn AAFC Fn-r- mnnaryamtn
Input
Input into the G/L Subsystem consists of summary data
from the A/R and A/P Subsystems (contained in the G/L
Interface Entry File), as well as financial data from
other information systems such as payroll. Another form of
input is miscellaneous accounting entries such as changes
in cash, equipment and depreciation allowance.
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Data base
The data base of the General Ledger Subsystem is the
General Ledger File which is updated by the new input data
and provides information on past and current balances for
each G/L account.
Output
The output of the G/L system includes a Transaction
Audit List for control purposes and a Trial Balance for
each company which gives accounting control by summarizing
and balancing all General Ledger accounts. If all closing
adjustments are timely dated, the G/L Subsystem can also
give timely Income Statement and Balance Sheet of each
company as well as the consolidated financial statements
for the group as a whole. The system can further be
developed to give comparison reports of income and
expenses, assets and liabilities over different periods
against budgeted figures. The variances direct management
attention to areas for improvement. Exhibit 7.7 illustrates
the G/L subsystem flow chart.
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7.4.5 The Integration of A/P, A/R and G/L Subsystems
In order that the accounting information system can
provide timely and accurate information for management and
shareholders, we may apply the concept of a common data
base for the accounting information system. The data needed
by many different data processing applications in financial
accounting are consolidated and integrated into a common
data base instead of in the independent A/R, A/P and G/L
data files. Another feature of this common data base is
that it can interface with the data base of Freight and
Documentation Department. Exhibit 7.8 illustrates the
concept of a financial accounting common data base.
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Exhibit 7.8 Financial Accounting Common Data Base System
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7.5 International Networking System
Along with the proposal of the common data base
system, an international networking system is another
important system needed to develop in order to further
enhance the common data base system.
A year ago HP computer system was set up in U.S.A.
office in order to track containers' inland movements and
to process all the local raw data. However, the project was
a total failure. The system was never really in use. The
system was found to be too complicated to use, since the
staff had never received any training in this aspect. There
was also no personnel assigned to be responsible for
updating the information. Eventually, all the information
in the system became out of date and of no use. The
overseas branches put the blame on being too busy to update
the information instead of admitting that they did not have
the appropriate knowledge or the system was too complicated
for them. No doubt that the failure was mainly because of
human factor.
In order to deal with such problems, an idea of
International Networking System is evolved. It is designed
to minimize the requirement of technical knowledge from
overseas branches and post-implementation support. The
system does not require overseas branches to do any
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processing. What they have to do is simply to input the raw
data into the terminal and transmit them in batch to the
Hong. Kong head office. Of course, it would be more of f icent
and the information would be more up-to-date, if terminals
are on line with Hong Kong head office' computer. But the
cost of having the system on line is so high that it
certainly overrides the advantages it may bring to the
system.
Another obvious advantage of having the International
Networking System developed is that once the linkage
between Australia office and Hong Kong head office is
ready, the documentation of Australia line will be
automatically computerized since virtually all application
programmes being used in U.S.A. Line are directly
applicable to Australia line.
In brief, the objectives of developing the networl
are:
1. to control information flow between head office anc
overseas branches
2. to minimize the conversion from the existing
application softwares
3. to centralize the information systems
4. to enhance existing application softwares
5. to develop Hong Kong head office into a management
information centre
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6. to improve the communication between head office and
branches, also from branch to branch
7. to adopt electronic mailing
8. to computerize the. overseas branches and
9. to provide better and faster service to customers.
The proposed solution is NCR 1-9020/ NCR DMV (refer to
appendix 61 for a brief description of NCR Personal
computer- Decision Mate Five) net working. All overseas
branches will use NCR DMV as their data entry devices and
receive reports/output from NCR 1-9020 at Hong Kong head
office.
The proposed system has the following benefits:
1. Centralized management information system framework
easy control centralized research and development on data
process
2. Simple and proven approach minor file conversion on
data entry module of application smooth implementation
which can be supported by NCR international support
3. On-line capability to meet emergency which require
direct on-line mode with Hong Kong Head Office
4. Integrated approach headquarter and branches are within
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networking environment fast interflow of information
electronic mailing
5. Reliable and accurate approach the network architecture
and concept has been primarily tested and proved to be
successful and
6. NCR PCs can act as stand alone personal computer to run
a wide variety of application.
The implementation of the system is to be divided into
two phases. In the first phase, a simulation test is
performed in Hong Kong, then followed by a pilot test.
Oakland and Long Beach offices will be used as testing site
(Exhibit 7.9).
After the success of phase I, phase II will be carried
out in all other overseas branches using the same














NCR personal computer Decision Mate VDMV:
A software which simulates DMV into NCR 7900 input7900 Emulator:
terminal so that DMV can act as an input terminal of 1-2090
Remote Batch SystemRBS:
Exhibit 7.9a International Networking Implementation-- Phase I
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Exhibit 7.10b International Networking Implementation -- Phase II
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The estimated investment for setting up one set of DMV
personal computer system at each location is:
ITEM
PRICE (US$)
8/16 Bit processor color CRT
256 KB memory





RS232 Printer I/F 210.00
250.007900 Emulator (TTY)




Total investment cost for 1 set US$ 8,625.00
For any international networking system, it can be
divided into two components. One is computer system,
including hardwares and softwares. The other component is
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aata communication system.
One of the data communication services which is
available in the market and suitable for the data
transmission between NCR 1-9020 and NCR personal computer-
DMV, DMV between DMV is International Public Switched Data
Services (IPSDS).
IPSDS can be simply described as a high speed telex
service. It enables computer to communicate in more
efficient and economical way with its peripherals in
countries where the services operate (for an indepth
description of the services provided -by IPSDS, please
refer to appendix 62).
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7.6 Advantages and Disadvantages
The proposed common data bases and international
networking have their own advantages and disadvantages,
which are listed as below
Advantages
1. Minimum, data input effort
2. Maximum data integration
3. Possibility of producing new reports
4. Reducing human errors
5. Reducing operation costs
6. Providing more effective and efficient services and
7. Better information flow among departments.
Disadvantages
1. More dependence on the co-operations of overseas agents
2. Quite some time to implement
3. Requiring conversion effort
4. Requiring high set-up cost
5. Requiring education of staff and
6. Not immediate solution to current problems.
Having listed the above-advantages and disadvantages
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the proposed system, we still think strongly the
vantages override the disadvantages, and without
plementing the proposal, the company will find it harder
d harder to improve its management information systems.
us, the company is in a way obliged to upgrade its MIS,







As discussed in Chapter 6, the Fleet Department
required tremendous manual effort to generate the
statistics reports i.e. Cargo Liftings Statistics and Major
Accounts Performance Statistics (Appenices 46 and 47), for
management in the past.
The timely information of the Major Accounts
Performance Statistics are especially important as they are
required by management in short notice for solicitation of
business with major clients. In view of this, we strongly
recommend that the Fleet Department should benefit from the
common data base of the Freight and Documentation System.
In fact, if we take a careful look at these statistics
reports, we may notice that most of the information are
stored in the Bill of Lading Master File. Hence, it would
not be difficult to extract the relevant information to
produce the desired statistics. All we have to do is to
create a working file and design the desired format.
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As for the Voyage Loading Report (Appendix 45), it is
also feasible to generate it by computer. However, in this
case, we need the information from two other departments
i.e. the Transhipment Advice from the Outbound Department
and the Loading Summary Report from the Container Control
Department. At* present, the outbound documentation of the
Australian line is not automated yet. Therefore, should
the Transhipment Advice be timely updated by computer, the
preparation of the Voyage Loading Report would be much
easier.
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8.2 Freight and Documentation De artment
As discussed in chapter 6, Freight and Documentation
Department has been well-established as computerisation is
concerned. The existing manually prepared reports either
need human judgement or are too simple to be generated by
computer. The report Service Contract Cargo Loading Report
as suggested by the Assistant Freight Manager is included
in the Sales Performance Report, and we suggest to
construct a programme to re-organise those data to satisfy
the required output format. Therefore,computer can only do
very little to help improving this department.
However some recommendations are made to the working
procedure of the department.
1. Clients' representative come to collect the Bill of
Lading but the document may not be ready either because
there is not enough information for the Freight Department
to prepare the document, or the document is still being
processed. Therefore we recommend HKIL should inform all
their customers to phone the Freight Department half an
hour before they go to the company to collect the Bill of
Lading.
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2. The Assistant Freight Manager is responsible for
checking whether the information supplied by clients is
sufficient or not. And it is also his duty to follow up
those clients who have not submitted enough information. In
this aspect, the Assistant Freight Manager may delegate
part of the work of checking information to his
subordinates.
3. Not enough printer is a problem that can only be solved
by installing another printer. The new printer is better to
be able to print 4-ply papers. Another problem is about the
photo-copying machine. Since all Manifest and Bill of
Lading have to be reproduced. Therefore, the maintenance
of the photocopying is to be carried out properly.
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8.3 Marketing Department
As suggested by the Marketing Manager, after EDP
Department managed to generate the Salemen's Performance
Report, all the six reports suggested by the Sales Manager
can be easily generated simply by constructing some
programmes so as to change the output format to meet the
specified requirement. The Sales Manager also agreed to
this.
For the Freight Tariff, a personal computer can do the
job. However, the following points have to be noted:
1. Storage Capacity-- Personal Computer usually employs
floppy disk as the storage medium. Because of the
tremendous amount of data of freight tariff, several disks
may have to be used to store them all.
2. Retrieval-- Since enquiry about freight tariff by
clients may be through telephone, therefore terminals must
be available at some convenient place for the marketing
staff so that retrieval can be easy. Besides, the files
have to be well-structured so that we do not have to search
the whole file in order to locate one freight tariff rate,
in other words, we have to shorten the time of retrieval.
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3. Staffing-- There are two ways that we can help the
salesmen in using this system. Firstly, we may employ a new
operator to handle this system and to maintain the
integrity of the data. Of course, he may also be
responsible for other simple programming for the Marketing
Department. Or, we may train all the salesmen to operate
the personal computer but this will certainly take a longer
time. However, on the other hand this may facilitate the
computerization of the whole company because more staff
become to know about computers.
On the whole, the salesmen are poorly educated in the
usefulness of computers. Therefore they have to be trained
so that they may know more about how a computer can help in
storing and retrieving market information.
The reports suggested by the Marketing Manager are:
1. Monthly Eastbound (Westbound) Performance Report,
2. Shippers' Monthly (Yearly) Statistics Report.
As can be seen from the corresponding sample of
reports, all the data in these two reports are found in the
Bill of Lading master File, except the budget, previous
month and previous year data. If we store all the previous
month and previous year data into the minicomputer, the
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present system may be overloaded. Therefore we suggest to
construct a programme to print out the current month's
performance report. In addition to that, we store the
budget, previous month and previous year data into a
personal computer, so that every time we just have to input
the current month's performance data into the personal
computer to obtain a variance report.
The Shippers' Monthly (Yearly) Report is simple
because all the data are already found in the Bill of
Lading Master File. Therefore, we are only required to
construct a simple programme to sort all the relevent data
together and then print them out in the required format.
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8.4 Container Control Department
8.4.1 Improvement of Present MIS
Additional Printe-.
There are a number of ways that can improve the
present system. At present, all the reports can only be
printed out but not seen on the screen. Container Control
Department has no any printer itself. The computer operator
has to go up from CCD on 12/F. to the main office on 15/F.
Inconvenience certainly causes people in CCD not to
reliable on the system. No one would like to go up three
floors and wait at there for hours to get a hard copy of
the report. CCD should own a printer of itself.
Reports on Screen
Well, managers would like to visualise the reports
immediately on the screen. They require real-time response.
Very often,it is useful to see the results on the screen
first before spending time to produce the hardcopy.
Certainly programms that for this purpose are missing in
the system designed by NCR.
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Summary Reports
Management is interested in the total number only but
not the detail of each container. Certainly there are
totals in the print-out but they appear in the last rows
only. These summary reports are essential to prepare the
Weekly Worldwide Inventory Report and the Container Flow
Projection. The latters are extremely important in planning
equipment at different ports. Because of their importance,
the managers are forced to estimate the totals or use telex
to ask overseas agents to for these figures. The should
have programmes that are capable of extracting totals from
lengthy reports.
30 Bits in the Remark Field
The CCD informs the overseas agents and branches about
how to handle the arriving containers with instruction in
the Remark field of the Inventory by Vessel Report. But
unluckily, the. length of the field is only 10 bits long and
too short to include any meaningful comments, eg.
'Re-deposit the container to Long-Beach for off-hiring'
will too long. This forces the managers to produce the
report manually in order to include these remarks. The









Containers are mixed with chassis and are not
classified according to types eg. open top, refer
contianer. etc. Although the container number gives some
hints but if written words appear on the reports,
especially when the coding system is confusing at this
moment. This can simply be done through an Interface Entry
File which related the field to the Container Particulars
File of the Documentation System. The common key is the
container number.
Codes of Container Number
There should be 11 alphanumerics in each container
number. All the 11 characters are necessary for in site
c.hecking of containers. Because the last digit is a check
digit, overseas agents and branches often give the first
ten only. Although 10 characters are enough to identify a
container, there is often human reading mistake. For this
reason, CCD has to fill in the missing digit from the
Master File manually to produce a useful reports for manual
checking purpose. The work can be eliminated if overseas
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branches use all eleven characters in reporting.
8.4.2 Including New Reports in the System
Weekly World-Wide Inventory Report and Container Flow
Projection are very important for providing a global basis
for allocating equipment. All the information contains in
the reports can be generated by the present system. What
we need are programs to extract the information for these
two reports.
$.4..$ Stowage Flan
A lot of containers are late-coming. The Stowage Plan
has to be changed from time to time. If the information is
put in a computer, changes can be made more easily. We can
use a micro-computer to set up the Plan. Sheets of deck
structure, like that in the present manually prepared
Stowage Plan, are inputted into the computer first. The
position of each container is indicated by the cell number
where it is located in the vessel.
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o.-) Ship Management Department
8.5.1 Crew Recruitment
Presently the department has a well-developed system
called Crew Payroll System. Indeed, the System has also
included Seaman's Personal Files and this means two main
duties of the department, i.e. crew recruitment and payroll
can be facilitated through the System. However, as
explained in Chapter 6, manual card system is still being
used for crew recruitment and the computer system is used
as a backup only (Normally, computer file is used as the
active working file, and paper a backup only).
It has also been explained why the situation is like
that. When we looked through the system specification of
the System, We found there is a Sea Record File and the
corresponding object program is Crew's Nature Movement
Report (see Appendix 63). This report only lays out the
crew's movement. Therefore, if the static data of the crew
have not changed, we can simply print out this report for
every movement change, instead of printing both the static
data and the ever-changing movements. The feature of this
report seems to have been neglected.
Furthermore, in order to have a more durable record in
paper, the size of the computer printout should be made fit
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to paste to a pre-designed hard card. This will prompt the
use of the system as the active working file.
Certainly, as we have mentioned before, the computer
system cannot be used wholeheartedly if access to computing
facility is time consuming and difficult. The company
should seriouly consider to allocate appropriate physical
facility to the department if it wants the department to
become computerized.
8.5.2 Ship Management
The computerized Preventive Manitenance Spare Parts
Control Systems proposed by the East Asiatic Company last
November seems to be very powerful. However, the cost
doesn't seem to justify its use in the fleet, as the
maintenance cost is quite satisfactorily low now. We can
foresee that the. company would quite unlikely welcome an
expensive program on preventive measures.
The lack of preventive maintenance has not caused any
detrimental effects to the fleet so far. However, as the
company is improving its standards of operation, the
department should also look into the matter more closely. A
computerized system might not be very achievable now, but a
manual recording of every maintenance work should really be
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kept for reference. This will be hard, but it doesn't mean
we have to procrastinate forever. Maybe if we start asking
for this kind of records, the crew in some years' time
shall be accustomed to doing that.
8.5.3 Make People Learn To Help Themselves
Computer programming is not too difficult for a common
person to understand. Many times, outsiders cannot design
programs that suit the request very well, simply because
the users may have something different in their minds. The
best program is perhaps written by the'person who is going
to use it himself. Thus if the personnel have some working
knowledge with computer, they would be in the best position
to solve their problems by computerization. This takes
time, but only time will help us out.
In. the mean time, computerization in the Ship
Management Department is not very urgent compared with othr
departments. Therefore, we would rather see how we can help
other departments first.
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8.6 Financial and Management Accounting Information
In oraer ror HKIL to have a timely and accurate
financial reporting system and more importantly, in order
to have an efficient management reporting system, we
strongly recommend the concept of a common data base
processing system for the Accounting Department. In the
short run, perhaps, the implementation of the common data
base design may necessitate system conversion which would
execerbate the present backlog situation. Nevertheless,
for the sake of long-run management efficiency, the common
data base system is indispensable.
At present, the financial accounting system of the
Australian line is still not automated. We also strongly
recommend that the Australian system be incorporated into
the financial data base as soon as possible. This is
essential for the common data base processing system to
operate effectively. On top of this, the international
networking linkage also plays an important role as a
catalyst in the financial information processing of HKIL.
Therefore, given that the above conditions are fulfilled,
the management information system could be a great aid to
the management. Of course, the implementation of the above
ideas will take time-- perhaps three to five years.
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However, it would be worthwhile for HKIL in the long run.
lil parLlcular, the common data base may help
management in generating the following management reports.
8.6.1 Actual Cash Flow Analysi
According to the questionnaire response, the Financial
Controller was of the opinion that the estimated weekly and
monthly cash flow analysis should be prepared manually.
However, he suggested that the Actual Monthly Cash Flow
Annalysis can be prepared by the computer. This output is
made possible if the three subsystems of G/L, A/P, and A/R
are intergrated to form a common data base.
Exhibit 8.1 shows the format of the required Actual
Cash Flow Analysis Report. The actual cash flows will be
compared with the estimated monthly cash flows. Significant
variances will be analysed by the management.
For cash inflows, the U.S.A. collection (less U.S.A.
payments) is the released A/R from the U.S. customers.
Therefore, this information can be drawn from the A/R file
of the common data base. The other cash receipts can be
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E xhibit8 . 1
H ong K ong I slandsL ine
A ctual C ash F low A nalysis
or the M onth of
C ash inflows A ctual E stimate V ariance
U . S . A . C ollection
less : U . S . A . payments
A ustralia R emittance
L ocal collections
O thers







O ffice rental , equipment instal .
A dmin . expense
R emittance to T aiwan agents
C ontainer rental instalment
S undry expenses
T otal cash outflows
C ash surplus/ ( shortage)
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tamed from the cash receipts recorded in the G/L file.
For cash outflows, the amounts of each item can be
to i_ned from the G/L file. Therefore a report format can
specified in the system in order to generate the Actual
nthly Cash Analysis Report from the common data base.
6.2 Voyage Accounts
In order to assess the operating efficiency of a
yipping company like HKIL, profitability analysis of
)yage performance is necessary. To achieve this objective,
recommend that HKIL should maintain a system of voyage
-ccounting. This would be made feasible when the
Lnancial common data base processing system operates in
ill swing.
Basically, each vessel is an independently
Jentifiable centre of operating activity and of management
_ spons ibi l i ty. Voyage performance eva lua t ion i s to
count for ship operations on a venture basis. The
Djectives of voyage performance evaluation are,
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1. to assess the contribution by voyage of each vessel as
an accounting and operational entity. Freight revenue is
the principal source of income of HKIL and therefore should
be optimized. On the other hand, voyage costs such as
bunkering, loading/discharging costs must be minimized and
2. to provide an evaluation basis of the performance of
the crew of each vessel.
A sample of Voyage Performance Evaluation Report is
shown in Exhibit 8.2. It would be difficult to estimate
and allocate the fixed costs of each voyage. Furthermore,
such fixed costs are sometimes not under the control of the
crew. Therefore, it would be more meaningful for the
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8.7 Disbursement Control De artment
It is recommended'that the department should have its
own microcomputer so that it could input the information
provided by overseas branches into the microcomputer
Accrual Report, Voyage Performance and various types of
statistics.
The advantages of allowing the department to have it
own microcomputer are:
1. the NCR 1-9020 computer will not be overloaded
2. faster processing time
3. the work flow of the department will not be interrupted
because of lack of terminals and printers
4. microcomputer is less complicated to use
5. the size of common data base is reduced and
6. the data used by Disbursement Control Department are
seldom shared with other departments. Therefore there is
no reason to include those data into the common data base.
If the input format shown on the CRT is designed to be
the same as the format of the Main/Supplement Disbursement
Report, it is certain that it can be easily adopted and is
welcomed by the department.
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The efficiency of the department is very much depended
on the co-operation of the overseas branches. But along
with the develpment of,the International Networking System,
the degree of dependence will be minimized.
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8.8 Education
Along with the development of common data base and
international networking system, it is believed that the
workload in many departments will be much reduced and their
efficiencies will also be greatly improved. However, it is
found that many other departments have the problem that
their staff are lack of comprehensive understanding of
computer and training in this aspect. It is recommended
that training courses should be designed and provided to
the staff. Because of the high cost, it is not possible to
provide training for every staff. But it is advisable at
least to provide training courses to each department head.
Besides letting staff attend training courses, there
is a less expensive and more interesting way to infiltrate
the staff with the right concept towards computer to the
staff. There are video tapes available in the market which
are specially filmed for education purposes. The cost of
renting this kind of video tape is $300 a day and the cost
of renting a video cassette recorder is also $300.
Therefore the total cost is only $600. Thus, by renting






Throughout this research report, we have emphasized
the concept of a common data base information system for
the long-term benefit of HKIL. We have spent our major
effort on the analysis and the conceptual designs of the
major information systems, i.e. the Documentation and
Freight Information System, the Container Control
Information System, and the Financial Informatin System. In
particular, we have also discussed the feasibility of the
interfaces among the information systems.
Due to our time contraints and the complexity of the
project, our research does not prescribe a detailed system
specification for each information system, not to mention
the development of system programs and the implementation
of the whole system.
Be that as it may, our common data base concept does
serve as a blueprint for the future development and
implementation of the management information systems of
HKIL. Furthermore, this research report may also be a
valuable reference for future academic studies in areas
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such as the management information systems and the
operations of typical Hong Kong shipping companies.
A good idea is of course important. However, whether it
can be realized and implemented in practice depends on many
factors, controllable and uncontrollable. By the same
token, whether the objectives of a common data base system
can be achieved depends on many internal and external
factors affecting HKIL.
Internally, the acceptance of a fully computerized
system requires a certain level of computer knowledge of
the staff in HKIL. In view of this, a continuous computer
education provided to the general staff is essential. This
has been discussed in Chapter 8. Another internal factor
is the cooperation of overseas agents. This is especially
important when the international network linkage is
enforced.
Externally, the decline of the shipping industry has
been an influential factor affecting the survival of many
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shipping companies and hence, the long-term development of
advanced technological systems. A similar force exerting
pressure on the company may come from the high setup costs
e.g. human and hardware costs, as well as high maintenance
costs e.g. communication service cost of the system.
While the development of an efficient management
information system may be a long-term commitment of HKIL,
we suggest that the implementation of the common data base
system should be progressive, perhaps over a five-year
time horizon. We expect that by the time a common data base
system is in full swing, the following may be accomplished,
1. the Container Control Department can trace
up-to-the-minute container movements and can optimize the
mix of containers under various lease agreements
2. the Marketing Department can keep track of major
competitor movements and pricings and
3. the Financial and Management Accounting Department can
provide major financial data for efficient cost control and
financial decision making of the management.
Of course, this'is not an exhaustive list of the power
of the common data base system. The tapping of its
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Bill of Lading- An official detailed receipt given by a
transport company to the person consigning goods, by
which the company makes itself responsible for the
safe delivery of the goods to the consignee.
Cargo Plan- Plan depicting space in a ship available to
cargo.
Chassis- A frame with wheels devices for locking
containers on, so that containers are moved
over-the-road.
Closing Date for Receiving Cargo- Latest date cargo
accepted for shipment by shipowner for specific
sailing.
Containerization- A through-transportation system
absolutely intermodal throughout the various means
of transport by sea, rail, road, and soon by air by
Conventional Vessel- A break bulk cargo liner with
conventional derricks installed in the ship for
loading and discharging purposes.
F.C.L. - Full Container Load.
container.
176
ITF - The term refers to wage agreements which are
negotiated according to terms set out by the
International Transport Workers Federation and are
stated by that body to be for those crews whose
wages are not determined by national seafarers wage
agreements.
L.C.L. - Less Than Container Load.
Manifest - Inventory of Cargo on board a ship.
Stowage Plan - Plan depicting location of cargo stowed
in A ship.
Stuffing - Loading containers.
Terminal - A depot usually inland, where containers are
container).
T.E.U. - Stands for Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit i.e. a
container with size being 20'x8'x8'; gross weight 20
long tons.
Tonnage - The word "ton is a description connoting
weigth. However, the measurement of this weight can
cary. A long ton = 2,240 pounds a short ton =
orought for devanning (removal of contents from a
177
2,000 pounds and a metric ton is 2,204.6 pounds
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Appendix 1 Questionnaire
: t men t:
N m 0:
!-' G E I t 1 G i i I
1.• 1.1 0 r.
L-i i.. l-J'! 1. d L! V LI T. h I fiK hOr-v E CI Oil! 0 U t 0 K' ill 1 Q H f h 0 O 0 t 1 t VOL1. T LU Ci-E-
CI H G O S 0 :Ti O r 0 t h 3. n Q H 0. 3
a.• h 0 G li co t h 0 t i ill 0 t. h e c e c;. a r t iTi e n t s d 0 n G 0 o n e r o c 5? 551 nc r 0 o o r t 0
•_ t j J' 0 fj M£ 0 0 f K~ fj f 0.
4
•C c J M a k 0 it 0 a. 0 i 0 r t o find i n f o r m a 11 o n
•Cd y M a. k 0 11 00.•=. i er t c use information
•C 0 j- Q ther 5. Pie a 00 00001 f y:
02. Uihat are the- reportsaoeufnant® prepared by you.
{Please use full name of the reportdocument.
eg. Man!feet






q3. ujhich 0+ the above reportsdocument0 are currently generated







_ Ui T.! f- T I: :V.~»• ;.7_ t.}• 'j -.17 P— -f-—• i«_ 4-- l~,—'— 5-•-•••-—• a.•; Ur- 0.: i 'J VOL.'. LJ f tr1 t v:.J i L l.j D--








G5. Whv don r t you want the other re orts to be generated by
coiTip ater. CP lease specify the name of the report.!
• •
eq. Report x: it needs human judaement.
Report v: it is a very simple report.
nt or. j





Q6. What are the sources of information for preparing the
reportsdocuments stated in Q4. -CPlease follow the sequence
,stated in Q4.








0°w °f 0n cj 0- ••••u en ar a t!•« -a r ao r'• a ;j oc• j.rren t s a i: a t e(.1 i a u h.
t r J. t? c r!0 O i. i OP T.'. i~; p' G L.1. 0 r' J- r. t- r» j'• :'i 'l
~J• J r~ L'.'a 1! I .j'••' CO L•':•'—•• ..J I•.... -..J:..• J r ..O i V v.-:.•-- I: I..J
:r:.i: y••::«'•:-.. dv«
tlV.: I-i.J..•' I O 1.....
P-O.V T'» Pi... i... 0
a p a r t d j':
Rer.i or t L e:
r—' CZL 1i:: r~-•!
bit::-. how hi a n v wwr kinc davahour b will it take you to prepare the
...-- ,.n... 4-.— 4-—. 4-•—. .—t -i i—.» i I
eg. h:eoor t L;•; j:_! f u 11 d ay:
R e p o r t -C v]•: 2. 5 h o u r s
K e p o f t a J':
R e d c r t•£ b:
R e d o r t C c:
R e D o r t d}:
R e p o r t C e:
c-+. j: -I..
Q9. Can your department prepare the reoortsdocuments stated ir
, Q4 on time.
eg. R e P o r t C x: s o m e 11 m e e
Rpnnrf Cv: ves. except at the end o+ -financial year.
h e p a r t C a.
Report it~.




' WT J-- 1 1'•: V l-;;'.. e,- C H V:?! ':z! |j C?! ''i: H C L 0 M t S
.TT. v....... i! L.-» j
. 1 .V.J!»;• K t~ r!': i~•'«•~.— u—' -J. J m i:... yd__ ,;-v.
0 Q r r t r I f'i r.• cu
J— i.O. j-•. Jh!•»
k: r- Jr: r-:••-—• v._•
F.eoor t -Cc:
K e o o r t i c J:
R 0 p d r t L 0:
Q1 1. I'Jh ar ar e the c auses of t h e del ay.
e a. ft e p o r t -C: i n c o m glet s d a t a s u p p 1 i e d b v o v e r s e a s a pent;
w a 11.1 n q i o r fi r. X a p p r 6 y a 1 si g n a tare; m ust prepare
ft e p o r t C y J- 11 r s t.
ft e p g r t C a;
ft e d c r t L b:
Report ic:
ft e p o r t C d:
R e p o r t C e:
Report Ct:
Gil 2. What. are your recommendations in order to shorten the delav.
0p, ksdqr t k J'! use coi'RDuter to Generate the renor
Report C y: do without- r. X's signature
Report CaJ-:
R e o o r t b j-:
ft e n n -1- r c I-:
L r' o r t C d J:
Report Ce:
J T L' new reDortsstatist :cs you would- to






01+. W h d t o;(. r S t'™' -j f, 4- i n-fnrrr-fi -r _C
-- UT i nt ormdt i on -for a 0 n e-• the
rep0r™.•'» t a t i stics stated 1 n 1 r,
eg. Last t 0 n v=-- s lTl c, r, t h 1 y+ r e i g h t re y e n u e: --c t e'd















1:—•}.•'• 1 i f—, JL-••••, t—%-. -i i i—,• .J|.... a r r I I j.| i i I i i .I..•...,.,,' j -i..~ f—• H --J.,...'... 1 r J I-•, l: O '-.f '.J j; L?»:. d K V.' 0 t T Q T ffl L I i 0
,-i; i I rjc-- i~ c:.i«i i c:;« l• i~--
---- L 1 1 1- L 1 17 S 0: o..: V_•• E w r Ll 0 r. c 0 0+_ 0 f 0 rj i n
r'i 1 v







u 1 7. Can a comout er help vol' t o p Br -form the d titles stated in Gi 11
better. ir 1 ease u.se t he b—n oi nt sca 1 ea— 5 st ands for make«
t h i n q n't o s t h e J. o t u 1: 1 s t a n d s f o r m a k e s t h i n g•=. m o s i








til B, How can a computer help you to perform the duties stated in
Q15 better.





':•••; T—' V.T•• r !_f.;•-•••}•?•.•• 1••- 'I J...., i 1,- 1', J... u M..! J -J. L »—,-H•
1' .J j. 1 OW CHS::: 9C{••••; r-.«-









U 2 u. h o w m a n v w o r k i n a d a y s h o l- r s w ill it t a k e v o u t o pert o r n, t h e
















1. 1 I-j—»...fc•• V r...,•..._ I»••..





















boo. In your ODinion. what are the ma ?or orod 1 ems with a
c om u.ter. i Voli may ch ocs e rnore t han cne.
r
1 51 11 w o Li 1 d m a k e t h i n a s rri o r e c o m 1 i c a t e d a n d s 1 o w eK
'b-• 11 i s unrei i ab 1 e
.. 1 'I: j I u.s 'T!: l• t--' iLZt r~~ K K~..'... .u—•• r k.•...•:- i... i I'... i
!'.-• y 4... L...............«....L Li J. t. W-.JoJ.... L.. r.: w. U L.:.
V0 J- i h O LI .L C!- :r' i T u'-f :f; V L. 1 i f!1:;?
L f J 1t wou. i d 1 osE' i n t or :i: a 11 un
Lh J' Not eno•-t n pr: rttr t
£ i fa o t e n o u a h i n p u t t e'~ ;ti i n a 1
•C i N o t s n o u. a n c o m p u. t e r a p e r a t o r t o i n p u. t i n t a r m a 11 o n
TUIMVii'i' T I a- M_
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17 (10) 16 (10)
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' RELAY VIA KHH -7 RELAY VIA KEL° SERVICE BY M0SK ONLY
4-
MOC:Q V p 17 D A T 17 7 A n A vr r»Ti T rrnirinn
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H FLEET MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
Container
Operation
1 1 p1 1






























































































V. FINANCIAL ACCUMTR DFPARTMT






















(Line Operator- Australia Service)
(Line Operator- U.S. Service)
(Vessel Owners)








(Agent in Hong Kong)
(Agent in Japan)
(Agent in Australia)
HON® KON® Islands! LINE
SAILING SCHEDULE
If Oh,.,? 'y•; UMATlON ONI.. -.OBJECT TO ALTERATION WITHOUT NOTICE)
No. 364
Date 2nd Jan., 1985
kites in brackets denote dates sailed.
:her dates denotes ETA.












PING CH V U

































































































































































































































0 7 2 0 25 2 58 45
0?0 12.3 0S+
2 5 2 3 6 4 3 H K I S J
UOICIVS K26308
6 -9 3 2 9 HKIL H X
GH
0 r t 29 i 7 1 2£
T 0 HKIL OR K CFL.£ RELft Y T O P I X J
HKIL L'jZ
HKIL TP£ CFLS RELRY TO KEL M KHN)
HKIL TYO CFLS RELRY T O J P N F O F: T•)
YONSE I S E L CFLS RELR Y T O I- S N j
C C H K I S S Y If
F M H K I S R K G K W C
HK L Y SCR F OP TRftNP R C I F I C S O r;
OSLS V O Y KHN H KG KEL C'Sft YOK LGE O R K FT'X YOK BSN
N G 3 4 9
21J 3 4.9
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BUNKERS SUPPLY REP0R1 niTf•

















,( CST) TONS, PRICE AT US1
TONS, PRICE AT US1
TONS, PRICE AT USj
TOTAL AMOUNT (SUBJECT SUPPLIER'S INVOICE):
TERMS OF PAYMENT:
PAYMENT DUE DAY:
NEXT NEAREST BUNKERING PORT:
ESTIMATED STEAMING TIME TO NEXT BUNKERING PORT:









Annpndix 7 Bunker Supply Report
BUNKERING PAYMENT PROJECT FOR THE MONTH OF
SUPPLIER VESSELS PORT DATE AMOUNT PAYMENT DUE
Annpndix 8 Bunkering Project





nmriTDc vnn nxr ADDTUAT













ntTIQ fllft HR' T HAnTMnC







V S L :
V O Y :
P O R T
LOADING FREIGHTED MANIFEST SUMMARY





P O R T
B U N K E R S





















Appendix 10 Booking Report
BCCKING REFCRT- U.S.A. EASTBCUND SERVICE
VESSEL: VCY: DATE:










































Allocation, Booking and Final Loading are
calculated in TEUs.
EF., Estimate Freight is in terms of US9.
ADDendix 10 Booking Report
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,BOOKING REPORT- U.S.A. WESTBOUND SERVICE
VOY:VESSEL: DATE:
BOOKING FINAL






Appendix 11 Bill of Lading
Hqncs Kong; Islands Line Bill of Lading
r:PER (Complete Nameand Address)
IMTED YUGOSLAV LINES





NORTH TOWER (16 TH FLOOR)
[ROOMS 1601-1603





BILL OF LADING NUMBER
LGBHKG004 BU851
FORWARDING AGENT-FMC NUMBER
'flSi AN° C0UNTRY 0F 0RIGIN
ALSO NOTIFY (Name and Full Address) DOMESTIC ROUTING EXPORT INSTRUC
TIONSPIER-TERMINALONWARD ROUTING FROM POINT OF DESTINATION
PIER

















iiodCsrgo Value USS P»
Mall not apply but in accordancewith Cteilse
1-40'CNTR SVCi
48BALES WOOLEN RAGS
SHIPPER S LOAD COUNT CYCY-
LADEN ON BOARD 030585
FREIGHT PREPAID.;
THESE COMMODITIES LIfcENSEDIBY-THE U. 6vf OR






Ifhipp8r,enters;«vij|u«, the adnrotorem rate wilt be-carged'errdttheCerriartepackage 4|mitatiorr)f
4' btnd to to Itvi RI«»•!
BL TO BE RELEASED.AT OCEANFREJGtfrTAYABli'AI;
WIGHTRATESCHARGES.WEIGHTANDYORMEASUREMENTS(SUBJECTTOCORRECTION) PBEPAID.USS;', mcr us s;
r.«.. Vi .,T'.7i;












'Aeadlx -3-1 111 of Lariini
MEASUREMENTCBM
JtfNfty-'MRtfMtiftfrtellffr'ltf'tb'tMiftdctntaittfandaryatUfvartihfitotphfaftitt tali tt CMtifM(k«€«•!dtstdbaJtbavtin
utjptrtmttrtaratfttfariara«taadttiaanrWliatblrvrittstaltd.ThtSfcippartgreu
•nltfctCMi|aat trytrypartpvrrl»sta«tbittoilr»antNmlat.if atfttitblt.«r
Ytlamift|avia|t MartsLtf.III fiaalj art MriiMlha|Jbtactipt.ctitwJy,
' jftotfafrtmlaTytry§ffli Sm«tnleljatrtstfi tit (armslntictnrfjtlanisetftrih
'ItH Mdtftrnfil WHN'tHt liai Hit NrHrwItrttf, arlttStr wtiUtn.
' yy+-C«-vr: arlfHTtlstf VfeitMil if Utftafit lately
'Nltt ly 'flifCtfrtir-%pmfor»«taftt fit Carbar1 anytntnafitftaHtbill•(IHia'ANfarlytadanaCll tf la rt »MIft aaadd.IHm n-. v•' I f••»••-»





Appendix 12 Release Order
Hohgj K@M® 1sl4MD-Sj Lmi
E N? 3457





To: HKIL TERMINAL AND DEPOT
Please releaseaccept the undermentioned omptyfull container tofrorr
contractor
To: contractor
Please collect empty container from
ana return the samefull container t
for shipment
Vessel open date for camo acceptance
Container Department must be informed 24 hours prior to cargo stuffing







HONG KONG ISLANDS SHIPPING AGENCY LTD
Date
agents
Hon® K®mm Islands Lime:
E N9 3457





To: HKIL TERMINAL AND DEPOT
Please rolesseaccept the undermentioned emptvfull container tofmm
To: contractor
Please collect empty container frorr
and return the samefull container 1
for shipment
Vessel open date for carao acceptanc
v•'' 4
Container Department must be informed 24 hours prior to cargo stuffing













For Terminal and Depot Use Received in apparent good
order and condition unless

















left Side I MB5)
Right Side (£{M):
.r••
: Front C S5®) Rear()





Ho hq Kqmq Islands Li hi:
E N? 3457





To: HKIL TERMINAL AND DEPOT
Please releaseaccept the undermentioned emptyfull container tofrom
To: contractor
Please collect empty container from_
ana return the samefull container to
for shipment
Vessel open date for cargo acceptance
Container Department must be informed 24 hours prior to cargo stuffing













For Terminal and Depot Use Received in apparent good
order and condition unless



















Right Side() Front( JJ®) Rear() Bottom()
•rminal Office- (Control Copy)
HON® KDNS ISLAHBS Line
E N? 3457
EXPORT FCL ACCEPTANCE ORDER— (Full)
To: HKIL TERMINAL AND DEPOT





















Received in apparent good
order and condition and seat




For Terminal and Depot Use Time Arrived Premises
Time Left Premises
The above times are correct
and seal intact.
Shipper's Representative
Received in apparent good
order and condition unless















Right Side (M05) Front (fl'JBS) Rear(ffi)
. . . « .
Bottom
5i Order- TerminalDepot Copy% .
Ho HQ; Komo Islands Lens
E N? 3457





To: HKIL TERMINAL AND D-EPOT
Please accept the undermentioned full container from contractor
To: contractor














Received in apparent good
order and condition and seal




For Terminal and Depot Use Time Arrived Premises
Time Left Premises




Received in apparent good
order and condition unless






















niinal Office- (Control Copy)
Homq Kom ISLANJD'S LEHE
E N? 3457





To: HKIL TERMINAL AND DEPOT
Plnasc accept the undermentioned full container from contractor
To: contractor















Received in apparent good
order and condition and seal




For Terminal and Deoot Use Time Arrived Premises
Time Left Premises




Received in apparent good
order and condition unless






















roinal Office- (Control Copy)
HONQ K©M© Islands Ltiti
E N? 3457
EXPORT FCL EQUIPMENT RELEASE ORDER— (FULL)
LCMPTY i
To: contractor
Please collect empty container from
ana return the samefull container tc
for shipment
Vessel open date for cargo acceptance
Container Department must be informed 24 hours prior to cargo stuffing
for arrangement of measurer

















Received in apparent gooc
order and condition and seal




For Terminal and Depot Use Time Arrived Premises
Time Left Premises




Received in apparent gooc
order and condition unlos:



































OF ORIG BL- COPY OF BL
BL REQUIREMENT
Shipped Onboard BL- Received for Shipment BL
TNDCtiARGESr mm COLLECT REEFERJEMrequired 5
°C °F
DANGEROUS.CARG0-4JVBELANDQLASSlfICATSON.• 'i.v.% t-vj-t'»- -c v •v- A- visp.?-. jf .-t



















OF ORIG BL- COPY OF BL
F DISCHARGE FINALDESTINATION BL REQUIREMENT
Shipped Onboard BL- Received for Shipment BL
RKS AND NUMBERS
ase circle the unit load with red ink and put


















IIong Kong Islands Line
SHIPPING ORDER
FOR MASTER
Packagesmust be distinctly Port Marked
SHIP NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR CARGO SHUT OUT




OF ORIG BL- COPY OF Bl
FINALDESTINATION BL REQUIREMENT
Shinned Onboard BL Rer.mvpri for Shinment Rl
mmmm













Hon«. KongIslands Shipping AgencyLtd.
TOTAL PREPAID
TOTAL COLLECT
J i f' 1 NO0' 1%
con:;! !r».: ONRt (JUiREC
NSiViOATHJNCu'ji on
Hong Kong Islands Lim
DOCKMATE'S RECEIPT
i




! FINALDESTINATION I R 1 RFOUIRPfJFNT
Shipped Onboard B'L
i
Received for Shipment R1
Si£25k Wf71%TTrmT3kT41rl• v kftyfj 1 VI. iBlSji4' q(tw 'MJTS.1•P'5 f C.4.v i -K-«?•..Tl r .4 r£.-i S1••j 'K«
SL3SnS$ll25£ iTT'fcjjK?®
R2 2 JSTL59SH»J

















hfi.'ti. •W-icetfv: the doM'nptiOnat conT?,-values.Qfossvc»igNxs»•(..01 rrCV-ure.enisof tbcOff. arm•'• -.0 'o-.wtM fv P-:, Dockar: ftocuioit. Weund.taru.. t'.at a ooto?. :e
'.Upjfj.'o: f« :jst.rr.-i,i r.»4 of;••. .W.iyr. andC'pooas.3sreta;0(»cbyrhr cyuf.«?diniM:u ..tr
• f-U byMorij, Kof-«f1 daad:-. ShippingC'bidvb b6avHiiabkittf ',u'»'. 'feu o•'(•'• t 4.«
lrr.«cf to havt- oe b-.'fsi •at uro ddor s- r-;etv t; rif'.Jv- fr..t1Hi to• n-t;r wfe.'jhts r.r.J'or' n.vHr.'jreoients in- the spaces;co,c••: „y 'Q
Wr« Ibt-rr ii, of Otweer. M« .-jro..- w««yhts and. of moasmenvnb,v rrw»
n»fd by th cortitii r 3(;po»r.ffJ OVMono1x4 EaixndsSr.»p;vn? w• 1 ihn-iri i'Vnr
if deniedto h„, the 4e:ter ,r,K,o. wr- o0ti it;c cf.ed r v,-: .r-» f.usi by .0,1 KoCj
1 'M.ppiri-') 1 l.td.!'.«, 'it'ory »owptnuiw'f 'O r-oveo1?}do»'v'. 1 vcsw'''°,rl r 0
J I' I T) N
o; r 1 ,;|».:iu. ft»fit r, 1!».•, ,»|if ,)t:!,»• rootfi. i«'.»:•» vJi»C.«»:-•,|l)l( ir°.,•'






TEL-5-201611 j 1 T LINES'
onn x own'
4..•. V'?'
IV-Cfv-i irtt.e conta-ne's o«•.•
... lp-oT, arwi 1. tit.ftyo of fb.-««- oL cr .nn s01 eg..•-. „k-V. ,r-•-. j..d•'• rupc.if iJKrr.
:;;'T I.'•-- ,n,V?r.v..a~i•-•••• N• ,,of tr-!s nr
„; M,•••' S •»'r'J ri C'«M'.HO
Jppers SiQiialuro uruJ Chop' f,4,„. 00«
'DAT4. iri5Mu..-
I EXPORTER{Complete Nameand address
DOCK PECETIHO.(B/L NO.)
CONSOUDATION REOIRED
HONG KONG ISLANDS LINE
























Receivedthegoodsoi thecontainersor thepackages,aidto containthtTgoodsas»pocit©d
hereintor the custodyandcarnageof the saidgoodsor the sa-dcontainorsor packQm
acconJ.ir.ii? withthetermsandconditionsof theGamer'sregularfomi-ofBill of ladingwtw-h
DESCRITPION OF GOODS.
DOCK RECEIPT COPY
To be returned to Hong Kong lslands
CONSOUDATIONREOUIRED
HONG KONG





[ OOCKRECtirr wo. .,b7L NO.
CONSOLIDATIONREQUIRED




: DISCHARG ' FINAL.D£ST}JWATW5» ? BL REQUIREMENT: fi'•» fAUMZa 'vJWW-
Shinned Onboard Rl- I. RoroiwoH for Qhinmonf Rl
Z
garaaiawEK








r.Canier «|«%••% l I f l f
5 yjLrsiu.gjgg.vsjgiijivg
PARTIAL DELIVERIES TO CFS
gTOBBCj?jpc2jraWaPIiMfWiTrit' Tf r}» AVt
• - - - - • - „ - - • • • -
BELGIAN HOUSE,, 1 5THFL00R,
77-79, GLOUCESTER OAD,
TEL: 5-201611 (12 LINES)
unuc irnwn
ReceivedthegoodsOfthecontainersor thepackagessakjto containthegoods«sspecified
hereinfor thecustodyandcarriageof thesaidgoodsor thesaidcontainer-or packagesin
accordancewiththetermsandconditionsof theCarrier'sregularformof Bill of JLadmowtucn
shallbedeemedto beincorporatedherein.NeitherCarriernoragentsareresponsiblefor snutam4 nr AAACAAiiAfvAM sncinn mm .i V-•
DATE TCDKlimA 1
vl v? T{ ,'IvUj imi AildiesJ
CONSOIHi A IONREQUIfU0
t ONSOiIf A?HJt:( 0:)f NO







Shipped Onboard BL Received for Shinment BL
































Received for Shipment B.L
t9t3y r t t y Twy wj










Hong Kong Islands Line
BELGIAN HOUSE. 15THFLOOR,
77-79. GLOUCESTEROAD.





I. Nmmof nhlpnnnu ci u)u
2. Port whinreport l» made(not rtqulrid by UnitedStatei
•jX Netloneltyof ihl| 4. Nameof mest
(JAP I. LIL
6a. Port of loading
i nun nPAf-i
6b. Port of dltcharc




Dateof Sailingfromport of loading




wf s i i: Or »r;; i woeldwi. dp. i rad i ng ci
a 38 KEARN r S'l'REE I, SUI 1 E11203
Sr.l I F RANC 1 SCO, CA 94 1 08 U. S.(
FORWARDING AGEM I:
!-- r (11JF FR I N I' I FORWARDINGCO.
CO:
10 ORDER OF:
N.IMG LUNG BANK, LTD.
BAN Fri KOI FG BRANCH. H.K
. MR:
HANG H.tNG HONG (OAI KEE)
I NG FOMG ST.. WING HIN FTV
BLOG 1/FL BLL C, ASN PW KONG


















30c BW 10J. sr. AVE.
VA! ICUUVER, WASH 1 NG TON 98664
forwarding agen i:
HARPER ROBLNSON &CO. FMC342-16
CU:
I A I. III! IG METAL. WORKS
' .G.I GROUND FLOOR, TAINAN ST.
SHAM SHUT P0
I .ONI .0011,1 KING KONG
I IF:
BAI IE AC ABOVE
A l I N.: 11R. W l NG CHEUNG CHAD
I cm I MPP1
I RRHF: R()()T. MAP'
i .MN:
NM
i ii.« i t 7 i 4 'i ry n t» r r)r










FI F;:! 10841102- 5 0066 22'
I- F I 108 4191 3-4 006622
IJ E C LI223070- A 006622
!T 71' PMTPtP n-rr
CARBON STEEL
Hong Kong Islands Line Sheet No. 1
v» ii-rrrcT OCEAN CONTAINERMANIFEST: m.v.
FROM MELBOURNE
HONG KONG










P.O. BOX 59, RESERVOIR,
















BETHERD5GTCP VKF4RMERS tHIPPING AGDICY.
'A8 ApentBt11





: TO SHIPPER'S ORDER.
TO NOTIFY:
jlV. HAKING INDUSTRIES LTD.
! 961 KING'S ROAD,
i, HONGKONG.
TO ORDER:













112+ 10F, 20-30 YEE WO ST
CAUSEWAYBAY, HONG KONG.
Ho ORDER:
, P3TF SHIPPING LTD.,
1701 LOON KEE BUILDING,


































CONT NO. SEAL NO.
HKIU 7930540 10716
1 r t I 1 r 1
CONTAINER STC
680 BAGS X 25KCS SPRAY
DRIED SKIM MILK POWDER.










































3 CONTHS- 6.200 2431.70 438.40




























1. Shipmentto belisted in order
of packingfrontto rear.







1. ONF. COPYFOR LOADINGPORTAGENTS
2. ONE;COPYFORSHIP
3. ONE COPYTO HONGKONGOFFICE






HONG KONG ISLANDS LINE












ROM: PORTS IN THE FAR
AND MIDDLE EAST AND
AUSTRALIA AS SPECI¬
FIED IN RULE 1
iG: U.S. WEST COAST PORTS;
HONOLULU, HAWAII AND
OVERLAND COMMON POINTS




SECTION 1- COMMODITY RATES
:CEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED HEREIN, RAiES AND CHARGES ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS AND
NTS AND APPLY PER I ON OF 1 000 KILOS W) OR 1 CUBIC METER M. WHICHEVER PRO-








RATES- FOR SCOPE, SEE RULE 1
HONG KONG
LOCAL OCF LOCAL OCR









I nc1. Au tomotiMe





























charge will be h'KD
$850.06 per container




















































































SHOWN ON THIS PAGE REFLECT OR I FEE SUPPLEMENT NO. 10
Appendix 16 Tariff L hhU
o.'vL.o jaILY R£rGRI



















lonrnati torf s Rate:
Rate Request:
Remarks:
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Appendix 19 Summary of Sales
YOUNG CHAU 8S1 SAILED HK 17PlQf
SHIPPER
1. TAI YUEN TIMBER (HK) CO.,
2. CATHAY PRODUCTS INT'L
3. STEPFLOw INT1L LTD.,
C C RATTAN ART MFY.
5. MING SUN CO.,
6. YUEN YICK
7. ELBA ENT. LTD.,
8. CENTRAL STATES TRADING LTD.,
9. AUSTIN PANG GLOVES+GKTS FTY.
10. FOOD LUEN FOOD CO.,
11. EVERGO IND. ENT.
12. THE HK SOYA BEAN PRODUCGS CO.,
13. SUNRISE TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
lb. DIRECT LINE CARGO MANAGEMENT
15. SHELL ELECTRIC MFG.
16. SUNG KEE HONG
17. SWING FORWARDING LTD.
18. TUNG YUE CO.,
19. RICAL OCEAN FORWARDING CO.,
20. THE GARDEN CO.,LTD.
21. SAYA HONG LTD.
22. HK NATIONAL CO.,
23. YOUNGS CONSOLIDATORS LTD.,
2b. TAK FAT TRADING CO.,
25. LCL CARGO
26. TS EX BANGKOK
27. TVCSC CARGO£-



















































i cr rri T T t c
TOTAL FREE HAND CA330CNTRS=25x20'37x4c'( 99 TEUS=60.00$ OF TOTAL LOADING)
SUi'.liARY OF SALES REFERS:
1. B.T.= 42 TEUS (42.42$) TOTAL REV.FRT= USS40,660.00
2. B.C.= 20 (20.20$) 19,350.00
3. J.W.= 11+ (14.14$) 13,720.00
4. T.L.= 8( 8.08$) 8,380.00
5. S.H.= 6( 6.06$) 8,630.00
6. LCL= 1 TEU( 1.02$)
7. TS= 8 TEUS( 8.08$)
INTER-PORT CARGO
HKGJ APAN S.H.= LvRO'12xL°' TOTAL REV.FRT= LSS7,8?.0.00
SUMMARY OF SALES REFERS:
T7XTrrTrrTEUS~n27) TOTAL REV.FRT= US$Lo,660.0C
2. B.C.= 20 (20.2096) 19,350.0C
3. J.W.= lf (ik.lktf) 13,720.OC
k. T.L.= 8( 8.08$) 8,380.0c
5. s.H.= 6( 6.06$) 8,630.0c
6. LCL= 1 TEU( 1.0296)
7. TS= 8 TEUS( 8.08$)
















Appendix 20 Tally Sheet
238
HONG KONG LSLANDS LINS
REPORT OF CARGO











Appendix 21 Report of Cargo
HoNgG KoNG ISLANDS LINE















HONG KONG LSLANDS LINE



















OCEAN CONTAINER V851 HK FINAL LOADING 22-1-85





TS'' FCL LCL TTL
4-; 11- 6« 21-















TS FCL LCL TTL
112 114 6- 286
11- 5- 4- 20-
4— 2- 6-
1- 4-- 5-
232 244 12- 596
Annendix 24 Summary of Loading Report














Anneridix 25 Summary of Discharging Report
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flTV 1 J j4 A
TM nprirvM ~.rJ Kd 7
DATE:•
rate3
rAvrrn ii S7 TP HP. MAI
PICK UP
DATE LOCATIOI REMARKS




,-v, 07 nn.hi tp Rpnnr
)RM 2 OFF-HIRE REPORT
-F BATCH
CNTR. OFF-HIRED DATE LOCATION DOC REMAFL
LC nnroWj


























HlKC ifiC !SU«0 SMli-'-v.; v.ks'V |.TH.
Af. C£A. LKpt.
ApRendix 28 Off-hire Report'































































T-.:•;:..;•. v. vvna v ;•r:.•:
CgPIT0R HA3TgR- L 1 3 T| ;K. .DOLLAR f
TERMS DAYSrk U-T-0;Yf:0S YINY0ICE S!; iTTP PUACTM5 SS




rKrTjrr?f TT' .—'•' l%.'-
P A6g I_ IT
k'tir'! PAYMENT• .ib b_ A Jr i BALANCE DUE
;3oy:£ -
1 .4,''• :v
1 71X8'- » . « • a;





rlr00i5-3•• 4 V x• I»«
Arthur .Young.': company.







[ LMBxy J 26,337.00-
Zcrcf xA QkfL £Q(C;•:••;•
v xO...•. 2,268,467.90;.• i' i• j•,,: v,-.|.'(.'.••••••»• a•••» K -V i. jk.» X
14,275.00
2,268,467.90




15TH FL., QUEEN S CENTRE,


















1-0020-0 ASIA PEST CONTROL LIMITED
NO. 10 PRINCE'S TERRACE
















2, W AI KING STREET,















12F, FLAT G, YUE KING BLOG.,
1, LEIGHTON RD., HAPPY VALLEY,

















o. ooI-0035-8 ARTHUR W.C. MO i CO.
2 31 r-2-5 IN CERE~8 CD G77
173 DES VOEUX ROAD C.,
HONG KONG.
1-0040-4:., i•» A. FELDA 6 COMPANY























-1-QQ45-5L.y V 1• rmr••..» r
ALWAYS BETTER COMMUNICATIONS
10F.CHUNG KIU COMMERCIAL BLOG






1-0030-1- ' ADA INT'L FREIGHT SERVICES LTO
, RM. -.904- WINGI O.'. CENTRE,
•111.CONNAUGHT:ROAD,




















1-0010-2 AIRLINES BOOKING CENTRE HK LT
— INYOICE— VOUCHER—
wn. na re wn. Aa tf
0 053694 131184 6 878 191284 YUE. JOIN OFFSIG
055706 151184 8879 191284 TRAVELLING
055740 161184 8880 191284 TRAVELLING
055758 171134 8881 191284 TRAVELLING
055794 191184 8882 191284 TRAVELLING
055843 211184 8883 191284 NGANJOIN OFFSIG
055911 261184 8884 191284 TRAVELLING






































~1=T)017-0 A F R I C A N BUREAU OF 5MPG.IH.K.
1-0040-4. FELL) A l COMPANY
1-0045-5 ALWAYS BETTER COMMUNICATIONS
1-0210-5 BUREAU VERITAS
1-0215-6 BARBER WlLHELMSEN AGENCIES LTD A00701 161184 8895 191284 PIN. 844W TC
r Tt I r (HHP KfFi Aiirn UOVI rr 001733 02 1084 .383? 27 1 1 8 4 MOTOR R F p A IR CC 7656
1-0225-3 BBC RPOWN BOVFRI LIMTEU
1-0227-0 BSS (H.K.) CORPORATION
) MK8422 131184 8886 19 1 284 YUE. SHIP'S SURVEY
HK8423 1J1184 8887 191284 YUE. SHIP'S SURVEY
MK 8 4 2 4 1 3 1 1 84 8 888 19 1284 YUE. SHIP'S SURVEY
Ui u i.) 7 l 1 1 U R ft tt Q 1Q1? ft Y Hi I. MTDK IID VPY
A W 7 8 3 9 0ll84 8 890 19 1 2 84 S T A T I ON FRY
AW7922 161184 8891 191234 HANGING EILFS
A W 7 9 6 H 20 1 1 84 8 892 19 1 2 84 HOX FILE
A U 7 6 8 il 7 11184 8 R 9 3 161784 MUX FIIF
A 8694 I 06 1 1 34 8 894 1 9 1284 SUBS. 11.198 4- 2.1985
025153 191084 3245 231164 POTOI SURVEY
025922 060984 7679 121184 POTOI TELEX FXP.
00424 0 120934 76 8 1 121184 YUEN SPAPF: PARTS
004287 190934 7682 121184 YOUNG STORES
004433 181084 8246 231184 YUEN SPARE PARTS
004434 161034 6247 231184 BEAUFORT SPARE PART'
004702 301184 8896 191234 YOU. STORES
A 4 64 8 0 06 1084 8248 2 3 1184 TOWEL
A 4 7 66 6 7 0 1084 8746 731184 TEIWFL
5 ,620.00
2,770.00






2, 5 U U.!.'»'
241.80











1I L»r KlMI. 2,747.50






5, 6 1 6. 0 C
9 U. 0 0
5, 3 6 5.~ n
4. 4_ wx4•
2, 7 4 7. 5 0
6 4 3 .8.
14, 8 02. 7 L
9, 8 3 8. 5 i
5,517.23
10,567.20
2 ,6 60. 5 r:
420 .00




T T I• i l U' »A• i. Q
—u -n-N'c- u Tit—i-fiTrn—nrrrnTf—ri
» r a i; e n invoice report
ttmr'rzt-W
PACE I Zb
n nr ncnrnc vj F TNV_DATE.—rNvoTCE N17 r
09288 YOS F 0003
UURRTN7 0VF7~30 CTYtK 60 0TFR~7T3 1 U I AL
2560.00 2560.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 637.38• 637.31
lYOsslPDx YOUNG CHAU B I IN PORTLAND
CONSIGNE t: 10018 HKGPDX019 1986.12 1986.12
0.00 0.00 0.00 1986.12 1986.H
lY082LGb YUUNG CHAU 82 IN LONG rtEACH
i MMCI r uc i• 11168 CHKLAX00
11168 CHKLGBOOl




























0.00 267.87 0.00 0.00 267.87
1 YOB 70 Arc- YOUNG CHAU 82 IN OAKLAND














































C OOfc DEBTOR NAM£_
















































































__ v c-c 11 u— T n T a I t s.3-99-
1YC85P0X YUEN CHAU 85 IN PORTLAND
!Y0ds2LGb YOUNG Chau 82 IN LONG BEACH
12188 KELPDXO 17 12188
Har vnT i f jvrr
'-- L':v




YOL B 00 03
12l8












; ,1, 2 20.00-':
1. 6 6 0 a 00—.!
UAMTRADEC AMTRAOE COMMODITIES
UBLUEANCH BLUE ANCHOR LINE.
ocalgrain calgrain corporation
OCATHAYCO CATHAY CO.•' 'r'-- W-- V V
-0 CL A 5 S 1 C P C t A55! C~Pt8E 3 I N Tt-RN AT t 0 NAL,' TltCl—
UCOASTENT COAST ENTERPRISES COMPANY
UCONSOLIO CONSOLIDATED FIBRES INC.—



















































OGEKBERPK GERBER PROOUCTS COMP ANY
































totte -DnrrumTrHF TWTTXTr—rwoiCTuv CURRENT VTJTT0 OY ETT 6 5 D 71 fTT0 T 0 T U—
•. c'•
'•nwnnn t ntf wnnn! ntfrnati dnai corp. 11308V; PDXBSN002Y0812
120981 PDXINC002PI 845









113081 PDX T AC 00 3Y0812
120981 PDXTAC001PI815




























19800.00 15725.00 0.00 0.00 35525.00
OWORLDMIS WORLO MISSIONARY PRESS INC.
OWSCTLIQ WESTCOAST LIQUIDATORS
1
OWSCTW.W WESTCOAST W.W. TRADING COMPANY
I
' OWSTNCOT WESTERN COTTON EXPORT COMPANY
il'M '7'








05 2 6 81 33 5 5 60 5-IN
0 5 2 6 81 3 3 5 6 6 0 6- I N






0321 81 2 2 5 5 60 8— I N
071881 AR11H0666KA
092181 HO U H K G 0 01N C B11
2 500. 00 2 500. 00
0.00 0.00 2500.00 0.00 2500.00
1150.00- 1150.UU-
0.13 0.13
7099. 87 7099. 8 7
0.01 0.01

















0. 00 0.00 0. 00 3 7 5. 0 J 3 7 5. 01'
99 7. 57 99 7. 5 7
3898.51 3898.51
0.00 0.00 0.00 1896.0d 1896.Co
7250.00 7250.00
2900.00- 2900.00-
15 00 .00- 1500.00-
0.00 0.00 0.00 2850.00 2850.00



















































IYC8A5LGB TUEN CHAU 8l5 IN LONG BEACH
080INANIM BO IN ANIMAL FEED CO. INC.
OBONNERPA BONNER PACKING CU.
OCHMPRAI CHAMPION RAISIN INTERNATIONAL
JCLARENCE CLARtNCE SMITH
JDRESSERC DRESSER
OGENERALF GENERAL FOOUS CORP.
QGOO DFOR T GOOO FORTUNE TRADING CO.
W0RXAT1TR TWHTrTfRA U1TG~TNTTK NTTTITN U
OMIIEXPOR j': MI I,. EXPORTS ASIA INC.
'USUNRISE I SUNRISE INDUSTRIES, INI.
fpVtfs'THI D .rvi SOUTHWESTffll DE
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wtiGHT ic AS. NU. OF CNTKS. TOTAL FREIGHT FREIGHT SURCHARGt SURCHARGE TOTAl
(KgS•) (CKM) REV. TONS 20 AO1 40'9S TEU'S CUR PREPAID C3LLECT PREPAID COLLECT REVENUE
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T rS- US »5, 900yf0 32 ,0 65 .0 0
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Appendix 41 Supplementary Disbursement Report
• JYAGE DlSbURSIMENT
PORT OF CALL: Ye k'«
7ESSELV0Y. NO.: By V i'r J
main sypp ACCOUNT
ARRIVED: r vV£









mi Agent's Commission- Outwarrl
mi - Inward
1 n- Azencv Fee V d r
102 Freight Tax
10ft Broker Commissioj
103 LOADING— St pvpdnra ze
1 rL
1oA - Feedering (Own Vessel)
107 - Feedering (Others)
10Q - DraYageEaualization 33 J 7 c AC
nn - CFS Handling
103 DISCHARGING- Stevedoraze
mU - TerminalOff-dobk 7,2te. a.
107
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Total O 230, £'53 fx
1flnrp in favour
TO THE OF THE aGENT
3,353. fse ec
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Appendix kk Voyage Performance Peport
1C 2 C THKSt
5 YD








SYB MEL ft B L BNE TTL
i 7 3+ 2 3 3+ 2 2+0 6+0 114+ 4
i 2 0+ 0 25+0 1+ 0 3+0 49+0
49+6 49+i 3+1 11+1 112+9
142+3 107+3 6+1 20+1 275+13
REMARKS
I. TS CGO LDB ft T HKG TTL 56+ 3
ft. NEPTUNE ZIRCON 04 2 N BKKSYB 2
B. WftH YEE V 25 N BKKSYB 6
C. CHUNG LIE OS02B BKKSYB 3
B. WAN LIE O503B BKKSYB 2 MEL 3
E. SUPANYA 010 BKKSYB 3'
F. YC 8 51H YOKMEL 0+1
G. YC 9 5 1W BSNSYB 3 MEL 1
H. PI 351W BSNSYB 12+1 MEL 18+1 BNE i ft D L•
2. TS CGO LB B AT KELS TTL 20+1
NAMGANG GLORY 02 BSNSYB 9 MEL 3 BNE 2
MARY STAR 05 BSN MEL i
HANGflNG GLORY 03 BSNSYB 3 MEL 1 BNE 1 ABL 0+1
3. TS CGO SHUT OUT AT HKG KEL
NIL
4. MALLINSON S ORBER LBB AT KHH
S 4 3
R G B 5
N NNNJ
ArrnprHl V U. 5 Vmra rro i-









































































1+ 190. 32 80
112 6 51
7 135 3
2 191 56 1+6
3 168 30 33
160 30 62
163 31+ 13
1 21+2 21 1+3
1+ 199 21 13
1+02 1+7 80
171 19 39
1 276 21 2p
1 222 28
1+71+ 33 81+
1 251 18 33
191 18
- 263 75 57
1 189 31
26't 20 82
1 229 27 1+5
173 30 25
2 _21 _21_- 2 1- _U+
I? §3| oZ§ itZ §2 35 37 257 221
1 1 7 17
3 10 1+ 2 16
12 1+ 2 1+
6-- 8 10
2 5 5




1 7- 12 12
1 2- 1
1 1 12




2- 1 1 5 150




































THE: PERFORMANCEFOR THE YEAR 1982 AND CONTRACTPERIOD FROM JUNE 1982 TILL MARCH1983




















































































2 31+1+5 500 1+1+, 594.87
8T+1
235 1,731 83,1+55.36






14237 1 ,530 81+ ,i+'+3.11
BHAS










































1202.065 20,161+ 1,332,896.11+ 2003,51+6 2,863 36,31+3.80 U+12363 167,255.55 28500 1+279.87












































































48984?4 29027 37,501 1,908.766.36
CONTRACTiKftlOD










YIJ. C. 8; 1






























§5],4.72 21.666 1 .142,003.32 1743,069 1,437 272,428.41 01010 73,413.83 28500 1+2,270.81 3476 058 23,103 29,161 1.532,116.43
Appendix 48 Salesman's Performance Report
S5 CX-V V O rG£ LCRNasie TO UGR wo 5 I e «C A C P H AN• S P E RF ORM ACE~ REPORT REPORT- OnSbOOOATE 0Z03«d a r c•
VSLVOT- BL NO. SHIPPERCONSIGNEE
PORT OF -FREIGHT NO. OF CNTRS TOTAL CHARGES
LUC DI5 IUS-1) 20•— 40 4095 TEU 1 S REVTUN FRTUNlT (US)
UGRN851E HKGLAX001 GI851 S BUYERS CONSOLIOATORS LTD•
2:41 t efcite nAvn V? rV. T a aY'J'V»' 'H ft t AI ?-Vf ft N CltP'Y ft A T ft R :VI T
HKG LGB. 18550 00 .7.00 1.00 16.00 485.530 1159.38 U.Ou
' a' nn lu.Ann iDLnn o.oo
C: I0EAL C0NS0LI OA T 0RS LTD.,
UGRN851E HKGLAX016 GI851 S: YOUNGS C0NS0LIOATORS LTD.tOB
C: PAUL MARSHALL PRODUCTS INC.
UGRN8516; N.KCLA X 0 2 0 GI85l:; S N• R• GC0 H• K•) LTO-'
r:C» TO THE ORDER- OF MITSUI-
'•iro'y'flii c' uvn ivnii r. f ai t tnc At rrtwcni inATno i rn..
HKG LAX 2150.00 1.00 2.00 62.001 1075.00 0.00
-•lHKGltG 0- 6.00 179.750 1125.00 0.00
: r-
' uic I ?.nn 4n.?7fi l i?s.nn n. 00
d IDEAL C0NS0L I DA TORS LTD.
UGRN85IE HKGL AX026 GI85L S: NYLEX INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD
C: TO ORDER OF SHIPPER
UGRN851E HKGLAX033 GI851 S: C. ART LTD
: -t vv: C: TO THE ORDER OF MITSUI
' UGRN851E HKGLGB051 GI851 Si DISTRIBUTION SERVICES LTD
HKG LAX 8400•00 4.00 8.00 234.770 1050.00 u.Ou
HKG LAX V527.78 .28 0.28 7.718 1884.93 77.18
C: NEW YORK MERCHANDISE CO..INC.
UGRN851E HKGLGB052 GI851 S: RAYMAN TRADING CO. LTD
C: TO ORDER OF NEw YORK
'UGRNB51E HKGSAN001 GI851 Si DISTRIBUTION SERVICES LTD. 0 B
Cx UCN.Y.C.
SDirtrwao e uvr.UNnn r.T««si CiMirn t mtcb w at i nwAi rn..
HKG LGB 2400.00 1.00 2.00 58.590 1200.00 O.Qj
HKG LGB 2500.00 1.00 2.00 57.650 1250.00 0.00
HKf. SIN 1130.00 1 .00 1.00 10.080 1130. 00 545.20
Ci TO OROER OP BANCOMER SNC
UGRN851E MHKLAX01 GI851 S: IOEAL CONSOLI 0AT0RS LTD.
d IDEAL CONSOLIOATORS LTD.,
HKG LGB 7884.63 3.29 6.59 192.370 1196.45 U.UJ
83057.78 1.28 34.66 1.00 72.62 2115.150 15658.85 622.38
SALESMAN CODE: 0101
UGRN351E HKGL AX 02 2 GI851 S: S. HON INDUSTRIES CU.
Ci UNITED SALES INC.
O.0GRN651E HKGL AX02 3 QI851 St S. HON INDUSTRIES CO.
r.i tiNi TFn sai p; int..
UGRN851E HKGLAX029 GI851 S: J. C. L CO.
C: TO URDER
P?tti!'«i(iM.TnnFvt oi06
HKG LAX 396.53 .25 0.27 6.792 1586.12 67.9
HKG LAX 107.57 .06 0.06 1.702 1792.83 17.0c
3K G LAX 549. 82. 25 0. 25 6. 840 2 199. 28 6o.4u
1053.92 .56 0.56 15.330 5578.23 158.34
UGRN851E HKGLAXOO6 GI851 S: HONGKONG MARITIME CO. LTD.
Cl TASA UNITED AGENCY INC.
HKG LGB 1300.00 1.00 1.00 27.000 1300.00 U.00
vcFi nriflF x UCRNS51E TO UCRN85 IE SALESMAN'S PERFORMANCE REPOR1 REPORT: OSNSbOO
DATE: 020385
VSLVOY BL N SHIPPERCONSIGNS
PORT OF FREIGHT —NO. -OF, CNTRS TOTAL
inr. nis lusii. 20 401 4095 T6US REVTON FRTUNl
CHARGE S
UGRN8 51£ HKGLAX008 GI851 S: HONG KONG CARPET MFRS. LTD.,
Ct TASA UNITED AGENCY INC.
UGRN851E HKGJ.AX037 QJ,8 51 StSHECL. Ei.JE.qjRIC MFG.klHOLQtiGS )«a£.-
HKG LGB 2400.00 1.00
1.09-211.335 1300.00 0.00
2.00 46.996 1200.00 u.00
26.00 950.320 5000. QO- OQO.
SALESMAN CODE: 0107
UGRN51S HKGLAX017 GI851 SI EVERGQ INOw ENTERPRISE: LfD.V
' cI TO THE OR06R OF' THE HOME' OEPO
UGRN851E HKGLAX031 GIS51 Si DEACON£ CO.: LTD
C: TO ORDER
UGRN851E HKGLAX035 GI851 S: TAK FAT TRAOING CO.,
C: TO ORDER OF SHIPPER
HKP 11X II- 877:22- .49
ui r i r q i oca nn nn
4.00 123.550 1200.00 0.00
0.49 13.39 5 1676. 00 133 .95_.
1.00 24.000 1250.00 U.Ou
6872.22 ;.49 2.00 5.49 160.9-40 4128.00 133.9'
SALESMAN COOE: 0103
UGRNQ51E HKGLAX028 GI851 S: DISPOSABLE SOFT GOODS LTD.
ci ASSOCIATED HYGIENIC PRODUCTS
-UGRN851E-HKGLAX030 GI851 St DISPOSABLE SOFT GOODS LTD.
• Ct ASSOCIATED HYGIENIC PRODUCTS
UGRN851E HKGLAX032 GI851 S: RAH THAI FOODSTUFFS TOG. CO.
C: TO ORDER OF GLOBAL UNION BANK, NE
HKG LGB 5000.00
HKG LGB 2500.00




4.00 121.7B0 1250.00 u.00
2.00 61.058 1250.00 0.00
1.00 22.479 1250.00 U.00
7.00 205.300 3750.00 U.00
' SALESMAN CODE t 0109
UGRN851E HKGLAX010 GI851 S: T AI VENG FOOD PRODUCTS CO. LTD
C: TO ORDER OF TQaER BROKERAGE INC.
UGRN851E HKGLAX027 GI851 S: S. FARCO ASSOCIATES LTO
?£?Ct TO THE ORDER OF HANIL BANK
UGRN851E HKGOSAOQl GI851 St FIBRECOT LTO
C= TO ORDER
UGRN851E HKG0SA002 GI851 S: MERCANTILE TRADERS CORP
C: TO ORDER
UGRNa5lt.HKGDSA003 GI851 S»,THAI£ METAL- TRAD ING CO.
UGRNBSIE'HKC0SAQQ5 GI851 St NEREID HAIR PROOUCTS LTD.
Ct TORICO INDUSTRIES LTD.,
y.CRN8 5.1E HKG0SA007 GI851 S: MAX KAY INDUSTRIES COMPANY
C: TO ORDER OF SHIPPER
HKG LGB 1250.00 1.00
HKG LGB 2200.00 1.00
HKG OSA 300.00 1.00
HKG OSA 300.00 1.00
HKG OSA 300.00 1.00•» V
HKG QSA 280.00 1.00
HKf. nu S7h.nn i .nn
1. 00 2 3. 500 1250. 00
2.00 59.560 1100.00
J..0 0 3 2.0CK) 300. 00
1.OU 2 6.1b 0 300. 00
1.00 17.400 300.00
1.00 28.460 280.00






ZXtZTMWSftygytrg y UGR.MO 51E TO UC8W851C -..(-«- m bJ•« DC DCnDMAMnC• O PP rt fi T REPORT- 0nS bOOOTE x 0Z03ft
YSLYO-Y BL NO. SHIPPERCONSIGNEE
PORT OF FREIGHT NO OF CNTRS TOTAL
LOG• 0 IS (USD- 20 ...AO1 AO'95 TEU'S REVTUN FRTUNI
CHARGE S
UGRN85TE HKG0SA009 GI851 Sx MAXIIM COMPANY
•. CX NICHIMEN.CORPORATION,.
jjaflgHigg n or PEfefetaSffsft i? P
UGRN851E HKGYOKOO1 GI851 Sx K0«S CONSTRUCTION CO.-
;., 1 c: ISEKI POLY-TECH. INC.
'» UGRN851E HKGY0K003 GI851 S: MANLlN INTERNATIONAL TRAQING CQ
'• ft', ;.c!t t,
•'GRstfftRCY0K00A' ACT85l4YHblflM
••'$ r»-'••- f? ri 'TOvORDPft ORrAMlPPFR
HKG.OSA... 320QQ.— 1.0.0
HKG YOK 1900.00 2.00
WSSGSSSiBsmz r£r;.:
mmmzoyoo.oo o.oo]
I.00 20.000 320.00 u.DU
0.Q8 2.3U 312.30 0.00
••.' tWr..-»-'•'•.-;•:'
i;P0::lV566' 300.00 0.00
Vy1 '-'Tr- V'»''. t
A.00 85.673 4 7 5.00 u.00 •4
2.00 45.000 275.00 u.OU
«-_.» i i i
1.00 30.800 280.00 0.00
iSiitfcSJIAM. COOE »0110,;•'»..••.• T'• L Cfj •HrVK'n
•• i:' -ty-''•
iMsma'vi c ww r.i AVrtrta r. aikt i n.p twr.r.i nvc n r. mt pty r. i r.o r
C: TO ORDER
UGRN851E HKGLAX034 GI851 S: ADA INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT SERVICE HKG LAX
C: TRANS-SENKO CORP
i.... i.•... r... t i .i
n2iXTtyTlik:.v-.•y»
8880.00 9.00 5.04
V.» V V.'- V-•
t40ft. ftft 1 .Oft
2350.00 1.00
3750.00 1.ftft 1.00
19.09 472.290 6078.57 u.QU
UQQ 26.QQ4 LA£J0xQ-0 0_.ii.Q_
-x nn ftA.nnn. nn n. n n
Appendix A9 Shippers Statistics Report







RFVTON REVENUE CONSIGNEE NAME
LOAD 0I5C
PORT PORT COMMODITY
KO. OF CONTA INHRS TOTAL~7
20 AO AO 95 TEU 5
SHIPPER: PUTt RS CONSOLI DA TORS LTD
UNGNrtAHl 1103.760 US 36760.OU TGEY STORES CO A DIV OF HOUSEH HKC LGB
TOTAL: 1103.760 US 36760.00
SHIPPER: PlSTRieuTIUN SERVICES L T 0
17.00 1.00 36.00
17.00 1.00 36.00
uRUF8-M 6.680 US 2600.00 N E w YORK MERCHANDISE CO. INC HK G LGB GENERAL C AR GO( F OR WA R OE R)
L' P uF ci» 3 8 S. 0 6 0 US 2-tOO.OO NEW YORK MERCHANDISE CO.»lNC.» HKG LGB GENERAL C A R G0( F OR WA R DE R)
uGRNSME 1NH.M30 US 8960.00 NF w YORK MERCHANDISE CO. INC HKG LGB PLASTIC TOYS JEWEL BOX
u s G N 8« P' 11 J. 6 H 0 US 6000.00 NFW YORK MERCHANDISE CO. INC HKG LGB PLASTIC TOYS JEWFL BOX












TOTAL: 682.660 US 2 1260. 00
SHIPPER: A G A I NTfRNAT I UNAL FREIGHT SFRV
08 CCUwN PACIFIC LTD. HONG KO
U h U F d, 3 E 26. 000 UT 1 36 0. 00 0 E A N WORLDWIDE
T T A L: 26.000 US 1360.00
HKG LGB COWHIOE LEATHER WORK GLOVES





SHIPPER: AG1NCIA COMEPCIAL UU TAI
(fR. PUN mA I KE ONG)
U B U F8 6 3 E 1 6. 600 US 260. 00 MISS PUN KA K EI TAI ON ROAD HKG KEL





.HIPPER: ALL ION COMPANY LTD.
1103 HUA CHIAO COMMERCIAL BLDG
U N G N rj 6 8 E 16.160 US 1063. 39 TO OR OE R OF SHIPPER HKG OAK





SHIPPER: APT SHEEN CURIOS FURNITURE J
t WOOD CARVINGS
UBUE0A3E 26. 600 US 1650.00 ART F AM IL LE INC.
TOTal: 76.600 ut u«.n.nn




Shipper; ASIAN EXPRESS PACKING CO. LTO.








k E VT ON REVENUE SHIPPER NAME
LOAO DISC
PORT PORT COMMODITY
NO. OF CONTAINERS TOTAL
20 AO 4095 TEU'S
CONSI G NT E: JNTI R N A T IONAL
I Oh 7| THORLEY ROAD,
UG«N84BI 1.382 Ul 115.20 HUNTLEY L COMPANY
1.382 Ul 115.20




LONSICNM: I 'HAL CON SOL I OA TORS LTD.,
110 w? S 1 (ICE AN rtL VO.,
UHUP.3' MM.nm) ul 2 9 5 5 0. 0 0 IDEAL CONS0L IDAT ORS LTD.
U)2.4.;0 Ul 9875.00 IDE A L CUNS f'L I D A T ORS LTP,
HKG L CP GENFRAL CARG0(FORWARDPR)
HKG LGB GENERAL CARGO(EORwAR0ER)
3.00 10.83 2.28 29.22
5.00 10.00
3.00 15.83 2.28 39.221 1 H•. 0 8 U Ul 39-525. 0 0
(. 11N S I G N F I: ij k I r 'J CONSCLI OATURSINC.,
1231- HTM ST.
i) BUFi A3 C
' UN0 N2«, 8!
1 -2. 5 .0 Ul
11.310 UI
5250.00 OIfCT LINE CARGO MANAGEMENT HKG LGB GENERAL CARGO!FORWARDER
SERVICES•)






153.950 Ul 7023.19 1.41 2.00 5.4 1
C D N I G N f t: API E A MIl11 INC.,
b30 NORTH VICTORY BLVO
• 3' 25.500 Ul 1450. 00 ART SHEEN CURIOS FURNITURE HKG LGB GENERAL C A R GO( F 0 R W A R DE R)
L WOOD CARVINGS
1.00 1.00
25.500 Ul 1450,00 1 .00 1 .00
VfSSlLVtjYAGl: UCRN888E TO UGKN888E
SAILING OATE: L51288 TO 15128.
LOAOING PORT: HONG KONG
COMMDP!T Y
Of- SCRI p T I ON




wI Nt? A L L AhT,n
Gf NI K AL C AP(, C
L H I N t S P T P( H A M' I S F
A I E IC I A L POLYf s TFKr L ANT s
K A T T A N F u P NIT UPf
L0-Hl0r lFaThFp WORK GLUvFS
• P K G L 1J F S
' IT C M F N mIKF






LUNGa E A c
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH












I 8. 3 3 7












COMMOOITY 'W8¥ A 6 E» STATISTICS RFPORT




















1, 56 3. 56
2,200.00
2,200.00








































































v r s EL yu y at: u:lUFo5l SALESMAN'S PERFORMANCE REPORT HE PORT f OSflStCp;-DATE' t'ltrOSfM(
PACE I 1
V b LXT o L N'J. SH 1 PPcKCJNSIGNEE
PUBT OF FB£ I CHI BO- CLE CNTBS TQTAI CHIf fifj
LUC UIS (US1I 20' 0' 095 TEUS REVTON FRTUNIT. CUSJJ
salesman Cuul: J 10o
uduFailJ IjL A« '.;.J 1 JUP51 Si BUYERS CON SOLIUATORS LTD
I CI 8 F N FRANKLIN STUREb A OlV jF
ujriSlj- H-oLAn-jj nUd6i S: BUYERS CONSULIJATURS LTU
I c: T.G. 6 Y. STORES CO.»
uhUFBBl.'E HKGLAYOUA BUB b I S: IDEAL CONSOL IOATOR S LTD.
u J J h -1-) IIjl a•• j 'j1J 1 S: U I K t C T L I N c CAR oil MANAGEMENT
C: UklUN LUNSIIL I OA TORS INC.
J i J»- 'i? 1 f'' 0 L J d U 5 1 Si N Y L C I N U U S T y I A L CO. L T U
c: TO OROER OF SHIPPER
u MUF 8 11 M'GL A tiU u BUHbl Si N.K.G. CO. (H.K.) LTD.
C; IU..-LHE -J1R0F K lit fLLTSUl.
j' l I h•;• 1;' 1, t A i i L? ,1 U•: 3 1 S• H I u M F'] R L) C U. L T U
C: U C I J T Ht R
u 1' JI b 1 r• 01. A. l MJK 5 i: YIJUNCS C JN b JL I GA T Ok s L T J« 0 B
c: PAUL MARSHALL PRODUCTS, INC.
U• U F t 5 I I t'( L A X v i 1 t b U B 5 I Si OlKkCT LINE CARGOMANAGEMENT
c; U rtIJN. C JN-SUl LQATHRS. I N£»»
,' U I i 1 1:- 1 L A•', i 1 •'WJ 3 1;: i 1 n L C T L I• 11 C A k J IJ M A N A o t M t' N I
C: OR I ON C'JNSUL I UA TlltS I NO.«
jfri' J -11;- v I:'.) I l C T L In.-. Cauu i a n a0l if nT
C: ORION CONSUL I OA TORS INC.
URUFbblt Ji dU851 Si HI GH F (JR 0 CO. LTD
C: UCTUTiiLK..........
I r 5 1 L o I c.U.5l b: 'lIOH'KJ Cu. LfJ
C: UCTUTHLK
t, 1. t. t,.• UV 4 Si Hi G-» F I) -t iJ Cu. Liu
C: UCTOTHEK
JHUh-B-jlL HK ij L A A i) J y oUHbl S: HIGHFQRD CO. LTD
Ci UCTOTHER
J.'Uf 5 l t 1' L A i, i' i r» U r 5 i Si H I G H r i) R J C U. Liu
G: TO R OF SHIPPER
ii-Ul-AAlr»•!« |,L:;-!» 1 BUBbI S; DISTRIBUTION ScRVlCLS L T I)
Ci NE YORK MERCHANDISE CO.»INC.i
UmUFk51E HKOLC.P054? dU8 61 Si CHING5TAK INTERNATIONAL LTD
C..: PAUL MARSHALL PRODUCTS .INC.
j 'J t- i- 1 r 1' j L'') I 5 i jUBbI Si CHInGSTARI N T E R N A T I U N A L LTl)
Ci PAUL MARSHALL PRODUCTS, INC.,
ur'U o B 1 i H i, L G 'u y A BUPbl Si SCHENKER (HK) LTO
Ci SEA CARGO INTERNATIONAL INC
UHUFoSlE HKGL G BOB S BU8SI Si C. ART LTO.»
C: TO ORDER OF SHIPPER
I .M1)!! MKMGHUV) BUBSl Si R ATM AN TRAUING CO. LTD
Ci NE YORK MtRCHANOISt CO. [NL.
HK G LGB 53600.00
HK G LGd 2000.00
HKG LGB 16110.21 I.00
HKG LGB 2»5U. OU
HKG LAX 600.00





H- G LOM I .160 .00 1 .00
HKG LGB 1360.00 1.00
M-.G LCH 2 UO .00
HK G Lob 2 'J U .00
HKG LGB 200.00
M-t G LLP 2 UU. 00 1. OU
hk G LGB 2 0 U .00
HKG LGB 2160.00
HKG LGb 21BU.00










































.00 I 19. 800 1 200.00
Appendix 50 Monthly E/B Performance Report
Ufc»ilNATJ.UN
PSW PNV IPIKLB TOTAL SVC VS TOTAL BUDGET BUD VS TTL















































































Appendix 51 Lighter Report
; T r. J r r n----~
.ATE: 27.2.108S.
r-. VMTTVr r i r t- ,ffi i. ,n
..OCA rro.M 13U0Y A-38
AnnTJ-: rii r: rrt:: 17.?.. 1 iff1: nlhn'inc
f.F.r Arc T.Ik F. 17-2.198S. 20HOHRS
lOA Ij I ,j Tj T~ ~i a u n t n rcu r tr r n COr-.FETED


















a c'j t d c uno c
RATEUNI
r t 1 O t
DISCH LOADED TOTAL






























—~ A -nrK TO.M TANi MA
H LIGHTER HIRE FOR ZINC ING0'
_. TMrrvr r TPUT: TRIP
t r T: IT» r- o n.PMMDD A .-C U K CI RO 0 DA Y L IGHT 1




WfAn vnvi c YOUNG CHAT VPiTfin
7- Ta AU5TDU5AN TRANSFERRED EN GREEN ISLAND VR'tR ONTO THIS
VESSEL VIA LIGHTER.
REPORTED B OV _ DAT
DAT
27.2.1985.
C.C. MR. JOSEPH CHOW
MR. K.W. CHEN
MR. HENRY LUIDICKY CH
MR. YING'-HOI EQNft
VESSEL REPORT
VE-SSE:L: OjN G_C~VOYAGE: Of
ARRIVAL: 7- DEPARTURE:' ~7 A
BERTHING TIME: FROM_ 7-$- t'Jc' TO 7


































CELL TO CELL (WITHIN SAME CARGO HOLD)
CELL- SHORE (LIGHTER)- CELL Ml





SPECIAL LABOUR CHARGES (WITH NATURE
NO. OF LIGHTER ORDERED (WITH TONNAGE):
DATE TIME ALONGSIDE VESSEL:
DATE TIME DEPARTURE VESSEL:
DATE TIME COMPLETED OPERATION:
NO. OF LABOUR GANGS:
TOTAL SHIFTS:
NO. OF TRUCK ORDERED
TOTAL HOURS
REPORTEDMISCELLANEOUS CHARGES (WITH NATURE)





COPY TO :MR. JOSEPH CHOW
MR. K. W. CHEN
MR. HENTSY HR- DICKY CH
MR. YING HOT-PONG









CHU YAN CHEUNG RANK C0 DATE PLACE OF BIRTH 2308 29 TIENTSIN
TUNG LEE BL0G., 7F, 11,WATER ST, REAR PORTION HONG KONG. TEL. H-470986
19 8 4 1 IC NO A 9 3 28 3 2 SIBPPT NO. A932 832 CODE NO. 2612 13 69 4382
80682 EXPIRE DATE 87
PSDBNO. EXPIRE DATE
MARITAL STATUS M WIFE Y IM SHUK CHING NO-OF CHILD
RELATIONSHIP PHONE




1 RAINING SKILLS CERTIFICATE
MnMMK IFI Awnc: QPA prppopMrr
HK ISLANDS SEA RECORD





SKILL AUTHORITY ISSUE ON CERT NO. SKILL AUTHORITY ISSUE ON CERT NO.
RO TAIWAN 10783 1021422 FA TAIWAN 220783 4082417
RS TAIWAN 220783 1021423 FAS NWK-T.W. 100883 6003753
ENA MR-T.W. 290783 6003597 SAS TAIWAN 220783 4082420
FF TAIWAN 220783 4082418 SC TAIWAN 220783 4082419
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Appendix 52 Personal Record
Appendix 53 Crew List
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Appendix 54 Payroll Reports
.V. U cv
1 N A M F
I Q-NO.
' UK. TIN f- U I
a b.'UL 30
' J 11 3
MAUNoSUE MY I N T
c A1
:MAUNGMY I NT T H A
I.' I 3Z
M.MJNo T H A MY UNO
i I?+
VlNG SHUN
•i 6: u m2
Ji) M A N YIN
:A 8 38 3 8
•; N0 SHtUNG FUI
A- Z 7 5
L A U TIN y0
-'Ouj33
U T S U N S H I N o
,J I 3UZ13
V'lAU CHEUNG LAM
A 03 J 1 7
KEUNG HOI YING
1 2 J 3 1 5
L H E N G PING Y A U
A 8 o A 3 4
:SUNG Y A N HUNG
A1 3 3 1 3i
;YU HUNG YAU
'. H3 727 0
LAI YE UNO YIN
Ai H7 0 2 I
is I U UN T A I
A 230 7A
T H u WA A I K H A I N G
HUNG KUNG ISLANDS SHIPPING AGENCY LTD. D A T E: 8 3 0 3 1 1
ARRIVAL k HUNG KONG PAYROLL, SHEET „.„,0 ATE, J.,....
f..... .V:::
6AL FROM CASH CASH CASH 1 CASH -M'-'OT TOTAL

































_2 ,_2 76. 0 0
0.00






















?' Appendix 5 Payroll System 1
_;;•, u k i i'v G ham
• i i') 1
LI L'ic'JNL f IN G..
:UN FUNG MING
'JNG XA SUI
• IZtt 75 7
;.UN G mas FAI
,M 38 Z« 50
LAM CHIU FUNG
!a~3 7 7 5 J
!C H A N A H 0 0
• hi 11 70
VL A;J AM au
A D 6 i 7 5 6
I
KI
J 1 2 7} 7H
LI M J w I N G
t. I:') 0
I

























































mag 1985 JJ• •
Appendix 5U Payroll System P
sdCJUT FOR S.S.M.V. CRN FROM 010385 TO 310385
VAMF 10 NO. RANK BASIC WAGES
FROM TO DAY: WAGES SPECIAL TOTAL FOOD ALLOTMENT
EARNED ALLOWANCE EARNINGS ALLOWANCE
CASH CASH CASH CASH MONTHLY TOTAL
ORAWN(I) ORAWN(2) DRAWN(3) DRWAN(A) BALANCE BALANCE
LONGBEACH ALLOTMENT
YEUNG HON SING
0 10 3 3103 31 ll,67«i.00
CHU YAN CHEUNG
0103 3103 31 9,259.00
WANG SONG JENN
0103 3103 31 6,231.00
U THAN MAUNG
0103 3103 31 3,684.00
SUNG CHEUNG MING
0103 3103 31 4,842.00
SUN KING SHIANG
0103 3103 31 11,099.00
CHAU YUK FAT
0103 3103 31 8,725.00
LO CHU
0103 3103 31 6,602.00
« 0 N G YUK TAK
0103 3103 31 6,602.00
CHUNG SIU MING
0103 3103 31 4,725.00
L I w A
0103 3103 31 4,325.00
KAM YUNG CHUNG
0103 3103 31 6,693.00
TSOI SHEUNG YAN
0103 3103 31 4,715.00
KYIN WIN SHWE MAUNG
0103 3103 31 2,642.00
YUNG MAN F AI
0103 3103 31 3,814.00
CHEUNG KUNG HANG
0103 3103 31 3,495.00




















A 8 59 292. 4~E
0.00 4,325.00 550.00











0.00 4,977.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,697.00 6,697.00
9,259.00
9,223.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.00 0.00
6,231.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,231.10 0,679.09
3,684.00
0.00 0.00 1,166.00 0.00 0.00 2,518.00 2,518.00
4,842.00
0.00 395.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,447.00 4,447.00I
11,099.00
11,099.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00' 0.00 0.00
8,725.00
8,725.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6,602.00
5,852.00 790.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00- 0.00
6,602.00
3,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,602.00 3,602.00
4,725.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,725.00 7,087.50
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4,325.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6,693.00
5,903.00 790.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4,715.00
4,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 715.00 2,415.50-
2,642.00
0.00 0.00 6 60.00 y, 0.00 0.00 1 ,982.00 1 ,982.00
3,814.00
0.00 1,580.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,234.00 2,234.00
3,495.00: f
0.00 790.00 '0.00 0.00 0.00 2,705.00 2,705.00~ T 'c
Appendix Payroll Svst-am»
HONG KONG ISLANDS SHIP PING~ A G E N C~Y L T D.•'• V•.' V...;,; U- J »»iliA....,• fs. DATE: £50385i L
T.1E•• 16:21: BURMESE CREW HOME ALLOTMENToa cno rue m n m T w flP 1 KT MAPPK. 1QRS
0 ATE b03 Z'y
VESSEL NAHU RANK C• D. C• NO. AMOUNT(HKS) RECEIVED NAME N.R.C. NO.
1. dUF MAUNG AYE KY AN
2. 6UF MAUNG BA AYE
3. BUF MAUNG THAN HTUT
A. GRN AUNG TbHA WE LIN
5. GRN KYAW MY I NT AUNG
6. GRN KYIN WIN SHWE MAUNG
7. GRN U THAN MAUNG
8. ISL AUNG MYING
9. ISL MAUNG SOE
10. ISL MAUNG THAN HT AY
11. ISL U.TIN..TUN.
12. NGN MAUNG SOE AUNG
13. NGN MAUNG SOE MIN
1A. NGN U WIN NAING
15. NGN U. THAN SHIN
16. OCR MAUNG MYINT THAN
17. OCR MAUNG SOE MY INT....
18. UCR MAUNG THA MYUNG
19. OCR THUR AWA I KHAING
20. P AC KO MY INT
21. PAC SOE NAING
2Z. PAC TIN HTUT MAUNG
Z 3. PEL AUNG. THAN..NAING„
ZA. PEL AYE KYAW
25. PEL NG KYAW MYINT
! Z6. PIN KYAW HAN
j 27. PIN MAUNG MIN ZAW
j 28. PIN MAUNG ZAW WIN
' Z 9. PIN U T A IK KYI
! 30. POI KHIN MAUNG HT AY
1 31. POI SOE TINT
32. POI U H L A W I N
33. YON KYI WIN
3A. YON MAJNG MAUNG MYINT KYAW
35. YON MYINT ZAW
36. YON THE IN MY I NT
3 7. Y ON TUN LWIN
38. YON U THAUNG TIN
39. YUE AUNG MYINT NAING
j' AO. YUE BATHAN
Al. YUE MAUNG HTEIN LIN KO



















































































$267.00 DAW TIN AYE
$1,520.0( DAW THAN THAN 00
$ 320. 0(y, U TUN KYAING
$320.00' DAW THEIN THEIN YEE
$ 4-A.Q..J3 0 Z_ D AM
$660.00 U MAUNG HLA
$1,166.00 DAW AH MAR
$ A 00.0 0 DAW TIN YI
$660.00 MA KHIN YEE
$ A AO•00 y PHYU PHYU WIN
_JLL, .9 L5T)Q-Z_DA W TI N_HLA
$550,007 U J TUN HLA AUNG
$320.00 U SAN AYE
$1,915.00 0AW AYE AYE MYINT
$1, 166. 00 DAW OHN KYI
$1,166.00 DAW OHN MAR TUN HLA
_$ 1, 660.._OQ.LU_SO.E- rt.YQ._fUI RT_ K HI N£
$1 ,285 .00 DAW TIN PHONE
$ 267.00 DAW AYE AYE MYINT
$1 ,285.00 DAW PO HNIT
$320.00 U MYO MYINT
$320.00 DAW SANN SANN TIN
_$ 267..00 1DAK_.KHIN._A.YE.. CHQ
$1,286.00i DAW TIN TIN MYINT
$ 550. 00 U MG MG TIN
$588 .00 U TUN MAUNG$320.00' DAW KHIN PYONE YI
$1, 166.00 U OHN KYWE
_$ 1 ,9 15,00_ _D A W_MYJ NT K Y I_
$267.00 DAW AYE AYE MYiNT
$1,166.00 DAW KYIN THEIN
$1,915.00 DAW HTAY YI
$1,108.00 0AW TIN MYINT
$1,915.00 U THA DIN
320.00( 0 OHN KY WE
$1,014.00 U SEIN WAN
$550.00 U HLA
$1 ,250.00 0 AW THAN NW E
$ 267.00 U THEIN TUN
$550.00 DAW NWE NWE
$ 26 7.J)0 U KO KO







SF 10 53 42































I SN5 3 79 9 9
_X RGNO10096




Appendix Sh Payroll System A
R T: REP 7Q0
1 5: A b: o
HONG KUNG ISLANDS SHIPPING CO. LTD.
FMPluYEK'S. K.EJlJKN LL£ 'MUN£RAT I.OJl.-ANL) PENSIONS
P OR THE PERIOD ENJtU FROM 01063 TO 310384
UATE:OI
iO. NAME RANK STATUS ADDRESS
25 1 CHE J N G HAY MING 3 U- 3 6 SMITHFIELD RD, nAH FAI BLDG, BlUCK D, 11F, HONG KUNG.











































2 t 256. 77
6,131.61
9,50.00
11, 0 0. 0 0
9,50.00
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Appendix 56 Bill of Lading: File (Master File)
A. 1 L F 1 L E MASTER FILE)





V 0 RECORD- RECORD LENGTH: 200 BYTES














































V 0 ACTS AS INDEX KEY






















PORT 0F D E LIVERY
























































3L NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
80 ACTS AS INDEX KEY
000 ACTS AS INDEX KEY
VALID receipt port code
valid loading port code
valid transhipment port code
valid discharge port code
VAlIO DELIVERY PORT CODE
NO. OF BL ORIGINALS
NO. GF 3L COPIES
ISSUE PLACE'S CODE
C- PROCESS CALCULATION
UN SIGN PACKED WITH 2 DECIMAL
UNSIGN PACKED WITH 2 DECIMAL
UNSIGN WITH 2 DECIMAL
VALID CURRENCY CODE
TOTAL PACKAGE NUMBER
DOCUMENT NO. FOR U.S.. SERVICE
rr tLVL.N.-L L' L7~S-
P- PROCESS eL-'PRINTING.. v,..v.. -1 J--»-_-.; r. A».
R- WITH ITEM LIST ;L-T:'' V..
R»- WITH CONTAINER ATTACHED
L 1ST-
attached pr r ind.
INVOICE P RT IN D.
f1 A S T t R I N 0.
F I L L E k










P- PROCESS ATTACHED LIST
PRINTING
P- PROCESS INVOICE PRINTING
tf- 0 ASTER INDICATOR
FILLER
FINAL DESCRIPTION FOR U.S. LINE
SERVICE
•4. 1 R E C 0 K J- k F f f I R' i c»• r t-j• T,





N A M E A 0 J R E 5 b
Pill PR














3L NU. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
61 ACTS AS INDEX KEY
OulM ACTS AS INDEX KEY
SHIPPER CODE
SH I P Pt R NAMEADDRESS
F I L L E R
OCCURS 3 TIMES
ti L U 0,
til
002
CONS 1GNtE CO 0i
NAMEADDRESS






3L NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
81 ACTS AS INDEX KEY








NOT IT Y PARTY CO!
N A Mr a r r ri—~
BL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KE
81 ACTS AS INDEX KE
003 ACTS AS INDEX KE
j-






a I C I i M n T TCV u A D T V r M :o c
N A M E A 0 L) K E S S
]- 0 x fill F X













BL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
31 ACTS AS INDEX KEY
00V ACTS AS INDEX KEY
ALSO NOTIFY PARTY CODE
also njtify party nameaddress
FILLER
OCCURS 5 TIMES












BL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
•31 ACTS AS I N U E X KEY





0 1 K l C 0 k 1)- K t
Fli:L 0
ti L N 0.
b I
001- 990
cL k r-AK K OAT A
OCCukS J T I M- E 5.
j L k E k. Ak C U D E




3l. no. acts as Index ,e
CD acts as index K E
NO. ACTS AS INDEX KE
Bl R E 1 ARK DETAIL
b 3- B 5 i
f- I E L U
b L N 0•
b 3- B 5
00 1- 9s
i I V—
S V T C T V».-
16 x tiL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KE
2 S3- 35 ACTS AS INDEX KE
3 N NO. ACTS AS INDEX KE
20 MARK NO.
OCCURS 10 TIMES
ki is il r .'1 l(; r r n•:»~. r- t••....
F I ELU
n L N U.
d 6






dL ,0. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
B6 ACTS AS INOEX KEY
001- H99 FOR ITEM CARGO
DESCRIPTION (INOfy KFVI
ITEM CARGO DESCRIPTION H I TH FILLER OCCURS 6 TIMES.
ITEM CARGO DESCRIPTION 25 X iTEM CARGO DESCRIPTION
P T I I P« S Y P T! I P D





dL NO. ACTS AS INOEX KE'
36 ACTS AS INDEX KEs
900- 999 FOR GROUP CARGI
IIFSraTPTIflN( T N n F X KFY)
GROUP CARGO DESCRIPTION W IT H FILLER OCCURS 6 TIMES.
GROUP CARGO DESCRIPTION 25 X GROUP CARGO DESCRIPTION
FILLER 5 X FILLER
TADrn t v d c l x »3- CHINFSF MERCHANDISE
8 7 k i C!.) k L) RE C U k J L E N G T H: m -t r: r
F I E lU
8 L N G•
B 7





1 n A r,L. o A ij
J I S G










































bL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
37 ACTS AS INDEX KEY
u 0 1- 899 FOR ITEM DETAIL
ACTS AS INDEX KEY












I T H 3 DECIMAL)
CALCULATION METHOD
BASIS( UNSIGN WITH 3 DECIMAL)
RATE (UNSIGN WITH 3 DECIMAL)
• . . .















































BL JO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
3 7 ACTS AS INDEX KEY
900- 999 FOR GROUP DETAIL
ACTS AS INDEX KEY
PACKAGE NUMBER
UNIT CODE










BASIS( UNSIGN WITH 3 DECIMAL)
RATE (UNSIGN WITH 3 DECIMAL)
FREIGHT (UNSIGN wITH 2 OECIMAL
3- CHINESE MERCHANDISE
























































BL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
8 6 ACTS AS INDEX KEY










MEASURE WITH 2 DECIMAL
CONTAINER STOWAGE
QUARANTINE DECLARATION CODE
CNTR •_EXTRA INFO.(USA SERVICE)
CNTR RrtK IND 'V7-' 4








2 NO- SEAL NO.










































BL NO. ACTS AS INDEX KEY
89 ACTS AS INDEX KEY









K- 3 AS IS IS KEY IN
0- BASIS IS OCEAN FREIGHT
B- BASIS IS BASIS
2- AMOUNT100
0- DISCOUNT TO BE APPLIED
RECORD OEScniPT 10 N WOR K SH E E T
nLE name COMMASPL
bytes 70
runs using this record
DESCR.PT,ON CONTAINER MASTER FTI.F
RECORDS PER QLOCK 3 REVISION NO
page 1 op R
.DATE















































































P SIGNED PACKED DECIMAL
K UNSIGNED PACKED DECIMAL
Aorendix 57 Container Master File
fl t i;n V%! 1 ri wr- kru I ir .1 rr r- i. r •-r«
file name CQNDMFL
bytes. 6
-0£scriptiqn container damaged file
-RECORDS PER BLOCK$ Rfuicmu
PACE OF_
_datf
o d a r a u DcccornAr









































O SIGNED DEClMA L
H HEXADECIMAL
P SIGNED PACKED DECIMAL
K UNSIGNED PACKED OECIMA
a!•- c O Damacpd File
file name_ CONCNTRFL
bytes 1 28
runs using this record
.description CONTRACT MASTER FIIF
RECORDS PER BLOCK 1 revision no
page of
DATE.
































































D SiGNEO DEC'MA L
B BINARY
H HEXADECIMAL
P SIGNED PACKED DECIMAL
K UNSIGNED PACKED DECIMAL
Appendix 59 Contract Master File
Appendix 60 Charts of Accounts
NCR MRU30- STANDARD
U.K. ISLANDS LINT S•A 01 CHART Of ACCOUNTS AT 0 S 1 1 H A PAG! i
P ANAH A
AC NO AC DESCRIPTION AC OESC. 2ND PART COOES TYP AC NO COST CENTRE ALTCftN L
STRUCNO STRUCTURE OESCRIPT ION TYP DC EC RC IN PU OP LED PARENT CD FX CC TYPE AC NO L
0 5 1 1 b«- 1 u: 7
1-B-ILANC INC ACCOUNT
101011 AHRO BANK- HKO
101012 AHRO BANK- USD







101993 CASH g BANK BALANCES
102001 SHANGHAI COHH. U.S.
102011 AHRO BANK- HKD
102012 AHRO BANK- USO
f'




10010 STORES t SPARE PARTS
10995 STORES L SPARE PARTS
. 105010 FREIGHT RECEIVABLE
.10500 OEPOSITS
105050 CLAIHS RECEIVABLE
~ T05U70 PR0VI5AL TAX PAID
1 1 00 V 0 1 TT 0 0
1 1 02 1 0 1 0 00
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
1 1 02 1 0 1 0 00
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
i —i oo o—u i tr oo
I 1 02 1 0 1 0 00
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
1 1 02 I 0 1 Oj 00
1
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
1 1 02 1 0 1 0 00
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00)
1____
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 00
1 i V
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
t;
1
1 1 00 0 0 1 0 00
I I 00 0 0 1 0 fy 00
II 00 0 01 0 I 00





















m r e c r p 11 ir,—? Wamoacii
H.K. ISLAM S LlNt S.A 01
P HWA NA
(HART Of; ACCOUNTS AT 05ll8 A
i 5 1 1 I- 11.: 17
P ACf
AC NO AC OFSCRIPTION AC DFSC. 2ND PART C 0 D F S TYP AC NO COST CFNTRF ALTFRN I
STRUCNO STRUCTURE 06SCRIPTI ON TYP DC FC RC IN PU OP LEO PARENT CD FX CC TYPE AC NO L
105080 OEFERRFD EXPENSES
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111101 H 0 NG KONG ADMIRAL 8EAUF0RT ISLANO
111102 HONG KONG AMERICA GREEN ISLAND
111103 HONG KONG AUSTRALIA NGAN CHAU
111104 PRECIOUS SHIPPING PING CHAU
111105 HONG KONG TRESURE YOUNG CHAU
111106 HONG KONG HORIZON YUEN THAU
111201 HONG KONG COUNTESS ISLANO CONTAINER
111202 HONG KONG CHAMPION OCEAN CONTAINER
111203 HONG KONG EXCELLENT PACIFIC CONTAINER
111204 HONG KONG PEARL PEARL ISLAND
111205 HONG KONG PIONEER POTOI ISLANO
111101 HONG-KONG PRINCESS APLI CHAU
111302 HONG KONG GIANT LAMTONG CHAU
111501 H.K.I.S. AGENCY L TO.
111502 H.K.I.S. AGENCY S.A.
111503 H.K.I.L.AMERICA S.A.
1 1150 A H.K. I.L. (AUSTRALIA) LTD.
111505 TTAR A PROPERTIES
111601 HONG KONG BAUPRE BAUPRf ISLAND
1 1 l h. w. i: rn irn
111995 INTERCO
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121020 LOAN RECEIVABLE
121995 OTHER ASSETS
131010 INVESTMENT IN SUB.
199997 ASSETS
1 1 00 0 0 1 T 00 0
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2 02 011 AWRO BANK
202021 8.0.A.-LOAN FACILITY
202022 B.O.A. LOAN HKD
202031 8NP-USD SHORT T-LOAN
202032 BNP-HKD SHORT T-LOAN
20299? LOANS
203011 H.K.DEPOSIT GUARANTY
203995 SHORT TERM LOAN
;—205CT1T A P~ -TrsrAi~
205023 DIVIDEND PAYABLE
205031 ACCRUED INTEREST
2050 A1 ACCRUED DISBURSEMENT
.! 205995 CREDITORS I PAYABLES»
. 206111 H UI MAN
206121 MR. T I SIMS AUSTRALIA
. 206123 MR. JOSE A BATELHO U.S.A.
2 0612 A MR. HOWARD HU U.S.A.
2069 95 PERSONALACCUWT5»
208011 H.K.I.S.- U.S.A. GENERAL
i. 208020 H.K.I.S.- JAPAN YEN GENERAL
208023 H.K.I.S.- JAPAN YEN SANKYU
208031 H.K.I.S.- SYDNEY GENERAL
70B 0 A 1H.X .TTS. TAIWAN GENERAL
2 2 00~ 0 01 TT 00
2 2 00 0 0 1 0 00
2 2 02 1 0 1 0 00
2 2 00 0 0 1 0' 00
2 2 02 1 0 1 0. 00I
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208051 LEECH0 SHIPG. KAO. GENERAL
208061 YONSEI SHIPG. KOREA GENERAL
208071 MA CONOR A Y MANILA GENERAL
208081 EULLSWING MACAO GENERAL
208091 NGOW HOCK- BANGKOK GENERAL
208093 OCEAN EXPRESS (THAI) GENERAL
20810r SINGAPORE SHPG. PTE. SINGAPORE
208111 SYARIKAT- MALAYSIA
200995 AGENTS BALANCE
209010 PROVISION EOR TAX
707020~PROY 2FOR CAR GO TUATH
209030 PROV. FOR BAD DEBTS
209050 SUSPENSE ACCOUNT
209996 CURRENT LIABILITIES
2110TT UNITED WORLDWIDE INVESTMENT S. A.
211012 NEW WORLO DEVELOP. H. K. DOLLARS
211996 INTERCOMPANY
231020 BANK LOAN- AMRO LONG TERM
231021 BANK LOAN-YUENCHAU AMRO BANK
231030 BANK LOAN- N.C.N.B. LONG TERM
. 231996 LONG TERM LIABILITY
2A10 10 CAPITAL- ORDINARY
251010 PROFIT~ANOLUYT
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Appendix 61 A Brief Description of NCR Decision
Mate V
(APPENDIX- A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF NCR DECISION MATE V)
The NCR Decision Mate V is a single station, personal computer
system. It provides the hardware and software features to simplify the
accounting procedures, text processing and reporting functions for the
businessprofessional individual.
Disk Drives for high capacity data and file storage, and faster processing
capabilities for all operations.
Flex disk-- 5 14-inch, 500 KB each unformatted.
Hard disk— 51 4— inch Winchester, 10 MB formatted.
Memory easily expands up to 512 KB through a self-contained, plug-in
kit.
IO Interface to easilu add NCR oerioherals and devices for more
versatility.
Detached Keyboard with a low profile and attractive design for ease of
use and comfor
Processor with advanced integrated circuit technology for higl
reliability, small physical size, low power consumption and due
processor desian. (8 16-bit).
Video Display with high resolution monochrome, green phosphorous
characters or color qraphics. 640 x 400 graphic resolution.
Operating Systems CPM-80R for 8-bit processor
CPM-80R, CPM-86R,or
MS-DOSr for dual 816-bit processor
Communications Capabilities to transit, share, and process data
between departments, offices, arid locations in local or remote
networks.
Financial Planning Program to construct arid-display planning
models arid prepare financial plans and budgets.
Word Processing Program to create, display, edit print, and store all
types of text formats and documents.
Graphic Program to prepare bar graphs, pie chart, and line graphs to
summarize business data. Graphic enlargement (zooming),
Multiple graphic displays on a single screen.
Appendix 62 international
PUBLIC SWITCHED DATA SERVICE
(IPSDS)
IPSDS can be simply described as a high speed t
service. It enables you to communicate in a mo
efficient and economical way with any suitably
equipped subscriber in countries where the serv
oDerates.
11 CDC
Speeds for data communication are available from
300-4800BPS (bits per second) or approximately
equivalent to 30-600 characters per second.
The actual speed achievable depends on the
characteristics of the distant end telephone
network. Typically most networks will support datam• A ft
PI Annpnd i Y 1
PART 1
1.3 COSTS OF THF QPOlT rr
1.3.1 Data Terminal Equipment
At subscriber's option as indicated in 3.1.1
1 0 M O A n D 1 r cv v- s~ 1 t_T—» M 4.




















1.3.3 Private Wire (At cost outnavraent to Hona Kona Teleohone Co)
i) Once Only Installation
i l Mnnf- Vi 1 vr Ppnf a 1
HK$580•00
HK$
1 R. A fkanp rharop;
It is based on the duration of transmission at
rate applicable to individual country. (See Appendix 1).
PART 2
2. SERVICE AUTOMATION
For inore than a decade, we have been providing
this service on a manual connection basis for
communications between compatible Data Terminal
Equipment (DTE) with telecommunication
capabilities.
Since January 1981, automatic service has been
introduced to most destinations with service
established through our advanced electronic com¬
puterized DataSwitch enabling subscriber direct
dialling and other enhanced facilities, such as
six digit dialling, operator assistance and
recorded announcement to advise subscribers of
line congestion.
2.1 NETWORK TRANSPARENCY
The network appears to be a set of high quality
physical lines as it is totally transparent to
modems at both ends after a call is established
between a local subscriber and his distant
office. However, a small time delay will be
introduced when satellite routes are engaged.
2.2 Compatibility requirements
To ensure successful communication, compatible
terminal equipments and modems have to be used at
both ends. It is recommended to use modems that
meet CCITT standard and Cable Wireless (HK) Ltd




3.I Equipments Private Wires
3.1.1 Data Terminal Equipment
It is the subscriber's responsibility to provide
his own Data Terminal Equipment which must be
compatible with the one at the distant end. Most
well-known terminals such as main frame computers,
mini or micro computers, word processors,
intelligent terminals, magnetic device terminals
and punched tape terminals are available on lease or
purchase from manufacturers or their agents in Hong Kong.
3.1.2 Modem
A device for modulating and demodulating data
signals into a form suitable to be exchanged over
a telecommunication link. A modem at required
speed has.tobe leased from Cable Wireless (HK)
Ltd. Besides terminal compatibilities, modems used
at both ends must also be conformed to the same
international specification. (CCITT Recommendation).
3.1.3 Control Handset
A modified Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) telephone
set will be provided in conjunction with the modem.
This is used for voice co-ordination of a data call.
3.1.4 Private Wire
A private wire will be required for connecting
subscriber's terminal equipments and modem plus
control handset to our DataSwitch. 2-wire or 4-wire
connections are available depending on requirements at
both ends. Cable Wireless will lease the necessary
private wire from the Hong Kong Telephone Company on































Guaranteed at 1200 bps
Signal monitoring
is possible at request
PSTN







3.4 MORE INFORMATION ON DATASWITCH
3.4.1 Technical Support- Data Packet Switching
Section (DPSV
All data subscribers' terminals are connected to
the DataSwitch which is maintained by our Data
and Packet Switching Section. This section is
staffed round-the-clock on technical watch-
keeping, and is responsible for ensuring that
data customers are provided with high quality of
service. Their major responsibilities cover the
installation and maintenance of rrodem and asso¬
ciated equipments leased from Cable Wireless
(HK) Limited.
PART 3
3.4.2 Operator Assistance- Data Switchboard
The Data Switchboard is manned on a 24-hour
basis.
Our operators will assist customers:
to connect data calls to manual destinations
in connecting data calls to automatic
destinations should customers encounter
difficulties.
to answer enquiries from customers regarding
dialling procedures in making data calls.
This section is responsible for -ensuring that
every possible assistance is given to data
customers in setting up a data call.
PART 4
4 PROCEDURES OF APPLICATION AND LEAD TIME
4.1 Application
Please fill in the attached application
form and return it to the following
address:-
Public Services Account Manager




If there is any query, please feel free










Cable fit Wireless (HK) Ltd will provide every
assistance to the implementation of the
service, such as pre-testing of modem and
terminal with distant end customer to ensure
compatibility. When the service is in operation,
the customer will be provided with one set
of handout covering the procedures of setting
up a data call.
4.3 Lead Time
We expect to implement the proposed service
in 4-5 weeks from receipt of your firm order.
This is subject to the availability of
private wire which is provided by The Hong
Kong Telephone Company, our modem and your
Data Terminal Equipment.




















































































































































Kot-ctoc irp rn he effected fro™ 1 Nov 84 only
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SWITCHED DATA SERVICE (IPSDS





















































































































































These new charges are to be effected fron 1 Nov 84 only
‘ 香 港 大 東 電 報 局
I Cable Wireless (HK) Ltd
G.P.O. Box 597
New Mercury House





APPLICATION FOR DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICE
I PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE IN BLOCK LETTER!
Nam
Addressfor Installation Postal Address(if different)
Contact Telephone No
Date Required:
(Leadtime is approximately1 month,subject to availability of lines)
Monthly Credit Account No:
I (If no accountis held with our comoanv.the enclosedaoolication form for monrhlvcredit accountmustbe comoleted)
I Service Required
International Public Switched Data Service (IPSDS]
International Database Access Service (IDAS)
I Terminal Equipment: (To be provided by subscriber)
I Private Wire Required:
2-wire 4-wtrp
Data Communication Speed Required:


















IL LLfI UL()O D
IPW Date Installed
AGMT No. Subscriber No.
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Crew's Nature Movement Report.
Prorram Functior :This program has two functions:
(1) To display individual sea records
on screen.
(2) To print crew's sea records within
the same rank
FIELD TYPE














RANK valid rank code R Re-enter
5 alphanumeric
ID NO.
valid ID NO. 0 Re-enter
12 alphanumeric
Kirn rnr crnrrM i avhiit unDLeurtt
t
.. r t 1 a ft mitti £«c-»«a.A«%i«jrftt'7a%««trti«iiii«it«taii»ft%«j%jft«jj4 4tJftjajft4ACAc«c»t«»K4tftcriLfttafntclC')£JCC£eci£ftCftift7i 77 71 74 7C7C 7771 7Q If41lfWll1l70Z1777]74 7WlZ7l7lJQJlJ7Jj4JWVj7JIJ|40 4M7tJ44lM4749M»0»lZ»Jt4ltWIIVtUlit7IJM
_1 I 1 l I I I 1 I| iXj L-l lit t| 11 .Ol I I YX, Jill I I 1 11 1.1,1 I I 1 1
H r vJ Or.. XxACr.. T.s.! A H Tt:. ;.p.a. F? n? T..DT.v?.l AY
I I I 1 'I'll 1 I I 1 1' 1 I 1 1 I I 1 1 I I' 1 1 1 i I 1 I I 1 I I l.-.L
Dial ax (FA nw,iT nrt;£•. FN n YH)
-J—I—I—1 1 l 1 1 I 1 111111
1? A M X V V
J L_J 1
. .id. .H. n
a 1 I 1 1 Jl J L_ 1 L 1 1 1 i._l I 1__ 1 __1 L I
T?7HTTH£- 7 h -DT) aT.T £C
NCR CRT SCREEN LAYOUT WORKSHEET
i
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